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Introduction
On 17 January 1980, the ANC office in London made a public attack in
the British press on four ANC members. It stated that Paula Ensor, Dand
Hemson, Martin Legassick and Robert PeterSen had been suspended from
the ANC and fa~d possible expulsion for "factionalism" and for circulating
a document allegedly "attacking the movement".
The report of the ANC's statement, first published in the "Guardian",
was immediately take)) up by the South African press also, and later by the
BBC World Service. Thus a political di~pute, previously confined within the
ranks of our movement and among sympathisers, was brought to the notice
.
.
.
of the public. .
In a statement to the press on 18 January, the four comrades wh~ were
specifically attacked detended themselves by explaining the political issues
involved and correcting the false impression created in the original reports
by the ANC spokesman.
,
But the attack is wider in its implications than these four comrades. It is .
directed against the entire Marxist left wing of our movement, who stand for
socialist policies. By labelling. as an "attack on the movement" the
discussion document "The Workers' Movement and SACTU-a Struggle
for Marxist Policies", the leadership has declared itS hostility to the i~
put forward there. Those ideas are not the property of individuals, but
belong to the revolutionary workers' movement itseH.
. ..
To defend those ideas against this public attack, we are now compelled to
bring the material in the original document before a wider readership. Tbis
will be demanded by all those comrades in South Africa and in exile who, in
the months since the document was first produced, have associated
themselves with its political line. It is ·hoped that publication will lead to a
full discussion of the political issues throughout the revolutionary movement
at home and abroad.
.
This booklet, then, is our defence against the allegations made to the
press by the ANC office in London. It traces the development of a protracted
struggle which began within the ranks of the South African Congress of
Trade Unions, over the future course and development of that organisation.
This struggle of Marxist activists in SACTU centred on vital questions
concerning the policy and political direction of SACTU. in order for it to be
built as a genuine workers' organisation in South Africa. .
We argued that SACTU should be built underground as an organisation
of militant workers in their tens of thousands, in the mines, factories. docks,
offices and on the farms. This would lay a basis for strengthening and
extending the struggle for full and open trade union and political rights. In
fulfilling this task, SACTU would pe participating in the mobilisation of the
workers for the ultimate victory of the; socialist revolution.

1.

The present exile leadership of SACfU, the ANC and the CP is opposed
to the building of SACfU for this task. In a series of bureaucratic actions"
the leadership repressed discussion on these vital questions. When ~
channels for debate were closed to us in SACfU, we produced the document
entitled "The Workers' Movement and SACfU-a Struggle fot Marxist
Policies", for discussion within our movement's ranks, and aniong active
supporters. The material in this document is reprinted here in full from
pages 7 'to 64 .
,
Far from "attacking the movement" as the ANC office falsely claims, this
document Is a contribution towards baDding and arming our movement
politically on Marxist lines. It raises questions not only crucial to SACTU's
own development, but crucial also to the success of the revolutionary
struggle in South Africa as a whole.
'
The SACfU leadership has not responded to th~ document by taking up
the political questions posed. Instead, it has resorted to lies and personal
slander in an attempt to undermine the thrust of our political argument.
On 26 October 1979 the Regional Political Committee of the ANC based
in London suspended the four comrades named above from 'all ANC units
and activities. This action was contrary to the ANC constitution, and was
taken without giving the comrades concerned the opportunity to defend
their point of view before fellow members of the ANC.
,
The 'charges' laid against the four comrades arecontained'in a letter sent
to them by the RPC, -a copy of which is reprinted on page 67. The answ~r to
these charges is set ,out in a letter frOm the comrades to the RPC in London,
reprinted here on pages 69 to 76.
, As the letter to the RPC emphasises, the ANC leadership has not
suspended these four comnides, as it claims, for their part in circulating a
document. It has suspended them because of their political views:-because
of the profound differences which exist within our movement over the future
course of the revolutionary struggle. ' '
,,
All the documents in this IJooklet raise the perspective of a lOCialilt
revolution in South Africa. ,We have' argued that apart~eid in South Africa
is rooted in the system of capitalist exploitation. National liberation for the
.black majority can ot;lly be secured through. the overthrow of
capitalism-through the seizure of state power by the organised working
class, drawing all layers of the oppressed behind them. Only on tbis buls,
on the basis of a democratic workers' .tate, can our country be freed from
'
poverty, homelessness, unemployment and tyr~DY.
But the leadership of the ANC, SACfU aIJ,d the CP are opposed to a
soci~list programme, ~olding out the perspective instead that it is possible
to achieve natioIialliberation .on the basis of capitalism. This underlies. the
involvement of the ANC leadership with Chief Gatsha Buthelezi, an agent of
capitalist interests and a figure upon whom the regime will increasingly lean
in its attempts to hold back the tide of revolution.
The refusal of the leadersJlip to advance a socialist programme explains
their reluctance to build SACTU as a force within the workers' movement in
South Africa. It explains alsO the hostility of the' ANC, SACTU and Cl'
leadership to the activity of Marxists in the ranks of the movement.

We have stoo~ for the need to ~rm the m~ss movement of the oppressed,
led by the orgamsed workers, against the api\rtheid regime of the employers.
~very bla~k worker knows that the struggle in South Africa cannot achieve
VICtO.~ wlt~out ~rms. But the working class must be organised and
moblhsed tn thetr hun~eds of thousands, under a clear revolutionary
programme and leadership, before the task of armed insurrection is placed
on the order of the day.
'
The le~d~rship of the ANC, SACTU and the CP opposes this perspective ..
Inste~d, It IS tom .betwee~ the P?licy of guerillaism, which ,is incapable of
secunn~ a ~volutionary VIctOry m South Africa, and leaning towards the
pro-capitalist Buthelezi.
•
It is no accident that action is being taken against Marxists in the ANC at
the sam~ time that the leadership has been holding discussions with
Buthelezl.
' '
.
But s.uc~ action will not succeed. in separating the ideas of Marxism from
~he rev~lutlOnary movement. The ideas set out in this booklet are shared by

mcr~as1O~ numbers of the rank-and-file comrades of our movement at home
and 10 exile.
'
We will continue to struggle and win fresh support for these ideas within
the r~nks of the ANC, S~CfU and the CP, and in the organisations of the
work~g class and revoluttonary youth at home, linking the perspectives of
Marxism to the day-to-day fight of the working masses.
.
.In the mines, docks, factories and townships there is an unprecedented
thirst f~r a clear. understanding of the way forWard to victory over na:tional
. oppr~ssl0!l and capitalist exploitation. Hopefully this booklet' will' be a
contnbution towards clarity on this question and will play a part in the vital
struggle for Marxist policies within the working-class movement at home.
-The acti~n taken against comrades by the SACfU and ANC leadership is
only ?ne eplSo~e at a very ear!y stage in an unfolding struggle. The forces of
genu me ~arxlsm contend With the forces of capitalism (however disguised)
to determ10e the programme, strategy and tactics, and hence the future of
all !he orga~ations of our movement. In the long -:fun, this struggle ~
deCide the VICtOry of the coming revolution.,
.
The i~eas for which we stand have been developed and confirmed through
~enerations of struggle of the working class internationally. In South Africa
10 the months and years ahead, as hundreds of thousands of oppressed
work~rs and youth move into action again and again, through the
expe,nence of events far greater even than the uprisings of 1976, we are
confident that the perspectives and tasks'put forward in this booklet will be'
abundantly confirmed.
The

~o~kin~ class fac~s the present ~riod of struggle stronger than ever

befor~ 10 ~ts history. With the ideas of Marxism prevailing in its ranks
~n~bli~g It to ha~ess its forces scientifically, its power will becom;
,mVl.nClble and expI~ltation and tyranny will be swept from the face of South
Afnca.

February 1980.
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.PART ONE "
~Reprint of the docur;nent first circulated in August 1979)"
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THE
.WORKERS' IOVEMENT
.

.

'AND
.SACTU

'.

. A .struggle for Marxist policies'

.7

. " What is the. way forward? This is the question uppermost in tpe minds
of all militant workers and students,and all who have shown their courage
through the great events of the past months.
To answer this question correctly is the task of all leaders at every level, in
the factori~, schools and organisations of the people. But to do so, we must
grasp clearly what lies at the root of the struggle: What exactly are we
struggling against? What are we struggling for? What are the main forces
.tbat can be relied on?
.
, ,.From' Soweto and Alexandra to Langa, Guguletu and· Athlone, to.
M~~elodi and wherever the black people have risen up, they have begun by
their actions to answer these questions in the plainest terms."
,
Firstly, they are emphasising that the main battle-ground in the struggle
against apartheid lies in the big cities, in'the industrial areas where the
. wwer-"hou.ses of production have been built up.
"They are showing, secondly, that in this struggle nothing can take 'the
place of the mass power of the oppressed people themselves. Only when the
toilers, young and old, rise to action in ~heir tens -and hundreds of thousands
against all the forces and institutions of the state, is the racist regime
seriously challenged and its authority shaken.
Thirdly, they are showing what apartheid really means to the majority of
black people-to the workers and\working-class youth. It means far more
thanracism, far more than discrimination on grounds of colour. It means
far more than. just the denial o( democratic rights or the humiliation of
inequality. To the working people. apartheid is''part and parcel ~f the'
system which exploits.them economically. It holds them in utter poverty,' it
, controls their every movement through the pass laws and the contract labour
system, and it yokes them as mere oxen of labour in the service of the
. '
capitalist class.
Fourthly, they are showing that once the struggle against apartheid
breaks Out into the open, it rapidly becomes. a social struggle against the
ruling class. It becomes a struggle of the working people against the
employers .•. '
, In South Africa today the working class, growing in numbers and inneI
strength with every passing' year, has become the driving force of the
approaching revolution, The heroic action of the past months has brought
to the fore the enormous power of the black industrial workers in. Soutli
Africa ...
The task now is to build up the organised strength of the working "

class.

FrOm "Workers' Unity,'" Iss~~No, I, JanutUy 1977.
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Foreword
The docun:ents publi~hed here' bring out i~to the ope'n ~ struggle 'which
has. been takmg place, 1n exile, over the political direction of the South
African CongresS' of Trade U n i o n s . '
. ,
, To publish this pamphlet. including m~terial which was originaiI; wri'tt~n
for internal discussion within SACfU bodies, is not a decision' which' has
been taken lightly. The documents themselves (all of which are published
with the approval of their authors) give the background to. this publication
and explain why it cannot be avoided.
'
The documents deal with issue.s which are of very great ,importance' t=O :the
workers' struggle in South Africa, and, vital to the future of SActU. At the
v:ry least, these issues deserve to be thoroughly studied and serio~sly
d1scussed. Sad to say, however, the present leadership of -SACfU has been
totally unwilling to do this. Instead jt has acted, month after month,' to stifle
any discussion of them. '.
. ,
',.
,
This is happening at a time when, inside South Africa' among the
organised workers in the front rank of the struggle, there is a thirst for .the
ide~ w~ich can show the way forWard to the overthrow of the apartheid
regIme and the capitalist system' which it protects. It is hoped that this
pamp.hlet.will make a contribution towards answering some .of the' burning
questions of the workers' movement in South Africa today.
TPe central document published here (page 23) is concerned to analyse
the character of the South African revolution and the tasks which flow from
this for the workers' movement. It was originally submitted by the Editor of
"Workers' Unity" to the National Executive Committee of SACTU as a
memorandum ~or discussion at its meeting in April 1979. At this meeting,
however, the NEC-refusing even to table the memorandum for
discussion--dismissed the Editor from his post and from the Editorial
Board as a whole. .
, .
'.
The politi.cal significance of this decision and the events leading up to it,
are set out m the letter from the dismissed Editor to ,the NEC and other
SACfU formations. (Page 55.),
'
The letter from members of the Technical Sub-Committee ,in London
. (page 60) deals with another side of the same political struggle within
SACTU-the attempts by SACfU activists to raise the issues of the Editor's
dismissal,. the Wiehahn Commission and the urgent tasks of SAcru at
home, for full and democratic discussion through the available channels of
the. organisation in exile. All these attempts were rebuffed by the NEC.
whIch eventually closed down th~ Technical Sub-Committee itself in order
to prevent discussion.

·9

The facts recounted in these documents all point to one regrettable but
unavoidable conclusion: The leadership of SACTU in exile seems
determined to turn SACfU back from the revolutionary working-class
policies and the tasks which it proclaimed in the first 14 issues of "Workers'
Unity" and in the pamphlet "Looking Forward". and which were
foreshadowed in the declaration of principles' in the SACTU Constitution
itself. The serious consequences of this retreat both for SACTU and, in the
long run, for the workers' movement as a whole-plus the closing of all
avenues for debating these matters within SAqU .bodies-have compelled
us as a last resort to publish the facts, and to lay the arguments before the
rank-and-file members and supporters of SACTU and the revolutionary
. ' ,
workers as a whole.
The most urgent question facing the workers' movement in South Africa
'today is how to 'fight the Wiehahn-Riekert strategy of the capitalists and
their apartheid regime. Repeated requests for a discussi~n on this question
with members of the SACTU'NEC were consistently ignored. At the same
time, neither in the NEe's statements on the,Wiehahn Commission nor in
the 15th issue of "Workers' Unity" (which has appeared since the dismissal
of the former Editor) is any lead given to workers strusgling in South Africa.
In this pamphlet(pages 13-22)we republish our own contribution to the
discussion of the Wiehahn·Riekert attacks, which is taking place among the
organised workers at home. Because of the urgency of the issues,.. the
contribution on Wiehahn-Riekert was originally circulated separately in
· South Africa early this mont~. \
The documents published here reflect a political struggle which has been
taking place within a trade union organisation: SACTU. The questions
which they raise are raised within a trade union context. Yet these questions
are just as important and just as relevant for the revolutionary movement as
a whole. '
,
As time passes, the political issues which ha'le now come to a head within
, SACTU will more and more clearly pose themselves also within the African
· National Congress (with which SACTU has been allied since the 19505) and
within the South African Communist Party.
From the standpoint of the oppressed workers-the mass of the' people of
South Africa,,-it is possible to pose the basic issues of our liberation struggle
in very stark and simple terms: Who Will rule South Africa-the workers or
the capitalists? Will our revolution against apartheid also bring an end to
poverty and exploitation? Will our revolution be victorious like the Russian
Revolution of October 1917~ or will the workers be held back from' power
· and suffer a bloody defeat as in Spain in the 1930s and Chile ill 1973?
· ,All the political differences in our movement revolve round different
attitudes to these fundamental ques,tions.
.
· Ma.ny comrades in the workers' movement in South Africa are aware that
dlffereiu polttical tendencies contend within the organisations in exile, just
they'do at home. 'At the root of all the political differences are class
differences, and c1assinterest~
MIlflY workers !ook to the South African Communist Party and its

le~dership to def~nd t~e interests of the workin~ class against attempts by
llu.ddle.class natlo~ahst elements (whether in or out of the Congress
albance) to subordmate the black workers to their own ends and hold the
struggle back. Comrades who study the documents in this pamphlet may
well as~:_What was the role of the SA Communist Party and its leaders in
the politIcal struggle which has taken place in SACTU?
'
. SACfU is an organisation which, from its formation, has proclaimed
~tself a workers' organisation, based on the principle of working-class
m~ependence. ~ith~n the ranks of SACTU, one might ask, can
mldd~e-class natlonaltst elements exercise any significant influence? Yet
M~rxls.m has suffered a set-back in SACTU at the hands of a right wing
which IS resolutely opposed to the mobilisation and organisation of the
oppressed workers of South Africa for socialist aims. How c'an this set-back
,
_
have occurred?
'
The tragic fact is that the key role, in forcing· the present retreat by the
SAC:U ~EC from the policies of the past period; the key role in securing
t~e dismissal of the Editor of "Workers' Unity" aDd changing the paper's
hne:; the key role in blocking democratic discussion of the crucial issues
facmg SACfU-has been played by individuals who are weU-known
members of the SA Communist Party.
'
. The ~eadership o~ the SACP has the undoubted capacity to prevent such
ng?t-wmg and antl-working-class activities by party members (activities
which are surelX a disgrace in any organisation claiming the traditions of
M~~ .and ~mn). Why has the leadership of the SACP tolerated these
actIVItIes by Its members? Does the CP leadership endorse the right-turn on
th~ part of SACTU away from revolutionary policies and tasks? What is the
attitude of the CP to the standpoint put forward in the documents published
here?
The political struggle in SACfU has boiled down to this: Will SACTU be
developed to pl~y its pax:t in building ~ mass revolutionary working-class
movement agamst natIOnal oppresslOn and capitalist exploitation?
Regardless o~ the out:ome of this struggle 'in SACTU, the tasks remain for
every revolutionary to confront.
August 1979

as
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RESISTING THE WmHAHN·

.RIEKERT ATTACKS
-A cootribution to the discussion in the workers'
movement from Marxist activists in tbe South African
Congress of Trade Unions.
'

At this time. the single most important struggle of the workers'
movement in South Africa is to resist the Wiehahn-Riekert strategy
of the bosses and the apartheid regime ..
The Wiehahn and Riekert Commissions, and the resulting
developments in government policies, are the response of the ruling
chiss to tbe growing strength and mlIitancy of the mass ·of the
workers.
Since the early 1960s the black working class has grown
enormously in numberS, while at the same time occupying new
strategic positions in production. In the 19705 the workers have
shoWl) their strength ~ wave after wave of struggle, against .the .
,employers and: against the state. The high points in this
struggle-the Natal strikes of 1973; the unrest on the mines; the
political general strikes in 1976-are beyond anything achieved
before in the workers' movement in South Africa.
It is the militant struggle of the oppressed workers which the
. ruling class fears above all else. for it threatens the survival of the
apartheid regime and the system of capitalist exploitation. The
Wiehahn report spelt this out very clearly. It also pointed out the
dangers for the ruling class in the growing support of the
international labour movement for the struggles of South African
workers.
The workers of South Africa have long experienced brutal
repression; Further attacks of a different kind have now. been
prepared by the Wiehahn and Riekert Commissions~to undermine
. the workers' movement by cunning instead of solely by brut~ f~rce.
The workers must be prepared for these attacks. What are the
reasons for this change of strategy by the rurmg class? How must the
workers set about defeating these attacks?
..
I

13

Capitalist c~isis
The roots of the, present great upsurge of the wo~ke~' .st~ggle in S;~h
Africa lie in the economic crisis .in the country. This crisIs IS a part 0
e
world-wide crisis of the capitalist s y s t e m . , ,
, .
f
th S
d World War has come to an
.
h ' me not a
The long economiC boom a ter e econ
end: World capitalism is in decay; In place ()~ the, b~mtre:~ C~nte.:ruPted
sudden sluinp. but the beginni!lgs of a long ownwar
•
only by occasional, .short ups.wmgs.
. their rofits falling, are
, In all the capitalist countfles, the bOss~s, se~~:rywher~ under capitalism
attacking the living ~tandards o~te wo; r~:~~g prices, unemployment an~
the workers are facmg the pro . ems 0 strengthened during the boom, IS
cuts In real wages. And the workmg class,
,
fighting back!
'
inl ' 'in the advanced,
The effect of the post-~ar boom was. m:nlex_colonialcountries,
industrialised capitalist cou.ntfles. ~ the ~O~~~~y partial arid uneven, with
economic development dUflng the <>?m
t countries actually falling.,
the standard of Hving of the m~ses I~ mosrld capitalism in decline, the
Now, with the new convulSIOns 025 wo. 'n Asia Africa and Latin
y~ars :ale In the world centres ot
, revolutionary explosions, of the past
Americ,a wUl be multlP.Hed on an ~:: a:::k~:: clas; Is once again taking to
w
,
capitalist power, the mlghty or~an
the road of militant struggle. \
,
. th
kers' states and in
Id
king class-both ID e wor
kru tc of the capitalist .ystem,
The power of the w~r wor
~ia~sts and for the extreme
the ~apita1istcountries-plus th~ b~
accounts for the weakness of. ~ lmp~ .' (~hether 'democratic' or
instability ~f m?st of t~e capitalist :~~=~tors are at the. root .of .the
military-poilc;e dictatorshiPS): These SI
nd the overthrow of capltall5m
vi~'tory of the national liberatIOn strugg es a t ' like Mozambique and
even in very poor and under-developed coun fles", ,
Angola.,'

TJte crisis in South Africa
.,'
. . ularl during the 1960s, led to a ..massive
In South Africa the boom, pa~lCti ~ s drawn in black workers in their
expansion of industry. !"1echan~sak'~~ d aoperative assembly-line work. But
i
hundreds of thousands. mto semi-sd e f
if a~y economic benefits for
the growth in production has pro uce . ew ~
r~ than ever
15 wo
.
d
1·( ally ' .their oppreSSion
black workers., POllC
't r
'nto recession has worsene ,
The slide of South Afncan 'capl a 15m 1u the regime of apartheid,
conditions for the· workers very Sh=. T~: ~rfsls onto the backs of the
the ~ are loading the maIn b
n0
e,
'
. lists aim to cheapen the products of
black working cl~. ,".
To. restore their profIts" the ,ca~~~he world market .. To do so, they have
industry so that they can sell theSC? d f 11 lines lengthen the working day
,
,
to mechanise more, speed up pro uc 10

cl

and drive down real wages.
Wages already at starvation level are cut even further as the prices of
food, rent, fares and clothing rise. For the sake of the bosses' profits, jobs
are cut back-while those on the line are worked harder. The pass laws are
toughened and enforced more fiercely than ever ,to controt the workers and
the unemployed. The jobleSS and homeless are driven from the cities and
dumped in the Bantustans, to make South Africa 'safe' for the ruling class.

Workers' struggle
Against this tightening noose of oppression and exploitation, the black
workers have launched themselves.into battle. In the mines, ,docks, 'factories
and farms, in' the schools, the townships and the reserves struggles ar~
'~aged-for higher wages; against higher rents, fares and prices; against
sackings; for trade union rights; for housing and education; against
evictions' and' removals; against the pass laws and the migrant labour
sYstem; for political rights.
'
. Each strike, each protest, brings the workers' movement into direct
confrontation with the apartheid regime. Each strike, each struggle,
exposes the bankruptcy of.capitaHsm and ohhe ruling class-its inability 10
develop the economy, to provide jobs and a decent living for the people, or
to take society forward; its ability only to suppress and enslave society for
'
the greed and profit of the rich and few.
Each strike, each protest, brings to the fore the link between the
capitalists and their state, and poses the need to defeat their power with the
revolutionary power of the organised and armed mass 9f the working class.
Each strike and each struggle points a small part of the way forward to,' a
new organisation of society; a societY ,:under the control of the working
people, with production planned for need not profit; a society of national
liberation, democracy and socialism.
'

Political crisis
The economic crisis, and tbe strength of tbe working class, have led to
.
,
political crisis for the ruling 'Class.
No capitalist class can rule alone_ ,In South Africa, until now, the ruling
class has been able to dominate and control the majority of the workers (the
blacks) by depending on the white. middle class and privileged labour
aristocracy for support. But tbe increasing strength and militancy of the "
black working class has made thIs an insufficient basis of poUticaJ rule.
The ruling class is forced to modi9' the method of its dictatorship over the
workers: firstly" by trying to cultivate the black middle class as a buffer
against the power of the black workers and as an agent of capitalist control;
and secondly" by trying to create.new divisions in the ranks of the working

15
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class.
The ruling class has left this turn too late to give it any lasting prospect of
success. In this period, as events have shown, half·hearted concessions
directed towards small sections of the oppressed people merely sharpen the
thirst of the masses for their freedom and provoke .greater demands.
However, for the ruling class to delay the changes, means to pile up even
bigger problems and dangers for itself in future.
At the same time, to cheapen products, the capitalists are compelled to
undermine the privileges and job security of white workers, displacing them
by cheaper black labour. This is provoking resistance among the lower
layers of the whites, although initially it is taking a reactionary and racist
direction.
Thus the regime begins to lose its stabHity; it is forced to twist and weave.
The' indecision over the new constitutional proposals, 'Muldergate', the
threatening splits in the Nationalist Party, and the confusion in all the
capitalist parties are signs of this. They are signs of a ruling class that Is
lOsing its ability to rule.
.
: The rising strength of the working class; the growing weak~ of the
.ruling class-these are the main facts of the present period in the South
African struggle. lJut, however favourable the objective circumstances may
be, these cannot decide the outco.me in favour of the workers. The key
element remains the subjective fac.tor-the organisation of the working class
and its leadership.
"
.
Witl:tout a clear understanding in the workers' movement of the
Wiehahil-Riekert strategy of the ruling class; without correct tactics based
. on this understanding; without a firm determination on the part of the
workers' leaders to prganise and fight-our struggle could suffer a setback,
even a temporary defeat. That is why we have felt it our duty to put forward
these general ideas for consideration and discussion in the workers'
movement, !is our organisations prepare to confront the. new strategy of the
enemy.

,development of industry has been undermining the old divisions. As more
and more workers are turned into machine'operators, divisions of skill and
cra~t break down. 'Migrant'. and 'settled' workers, African, Coloured and
Indian (and sometimes white) women and men, are thrown together in
pro!iuctio~. The b~is for workers' unity is strengthened.
~he .WI.eha~n-Rlekert strategy probes the working class with a knife,
testIng O?t ~Olnts of weakness where new lines of division can be cut. Their
central alln ~s to separate the. '~ettled' workers (those with Section 10 rights)
. fro~ t?e mlgr.ants by promlsmg some concessions to the settled workers.
ThiS alms. to Isolate the ~igrant workers, who have spearheaded ~any
struggles III the recent penod, from the rest of the class. It is a cynical
manoe1:'vre to try and reopen the scars of the d~ion which emerged amolig
the. Afncan workers for a short time in Soweto and Cape Town in 1976, and
whlc~ were healed as the struggle developed. It is an attempt to load the
heaViest, burden of the economic crisis onto the migrant workers,
.
The first batt~es against the Wiehahn-Riekeri strategy of the ruling class
are already bemg fought. Crossroads Is an outstanding example. In
Crossroads, ·the working people. have been resisting the attempt by the
regime to demolish their homes and evict them to the Bantustans. Through
careful preparation and organisation, through a finn, united a-.d militant
r~istance, they have-fought back against repression and forced the regime
to back down.
_
.
This is a gain which was wrung from the regime, not by the liberals or the
churches or the Urban Foundation, but by the mass organisation and
struggle of the people of Crossroads themselves. The firmness and clarity of
. their stand won support very quickly, at home and around the world.
. The leisons of C'9SSroads are very Important for tbe whole worken'
movement to study and build on. Each ~ove by the regime to impose its new
strategy must be resisted. The conditions for resistance are favourable. A
firm and clear stand now by the workers' movement can create the
conditions f~r moving forward rapidly in the future.
.

The Wiehahn-Riekert strategy
The weakening of the ruling class provo)ces it to greater cunning and
greater ruthlessness. The Wiehahn·Riekert strategy is an attempt by the
bosses to recover the initiative before ~here is a new explosion of the mass
struggle, such as in 1976.
.
The capitalists aim to tighten their control over the working class h..l~e
and outside tbe factory. Both the Wiehahn and Riekert Commissions
pointed out that the workers' struggles have been weakening and defeating
the old methods of control. Now ne,.. methods are proposed.
Our rulers will continue to repress the workers' struggles wherever they
can by victimisation, the pass laws, police violence, etc. But they have found
that these methods are not enough. To control the workers, they know that
they have to divide the workers.
.
The most important of the old divisions has been race. But the
16

The independent unions
Durin~ the 1970s, the forward movement of the workers has laid the basis
on~e agam for mass ?pen o~ganisations to develop, widening the sphere in
whIch leg~l struggle IS poss~ble. The new growth over the past six or seven
years of mdependent African unions outside tbe Itralt-Jaeket of the
government's labour laws is a result of the strength and militancy of the
workers in this period.
.
H tbe ruHog class bad the power limply to destroy the organisations of the
work~ng class it would always do so. But the ruling class in South Africa
understands clearly that such a policy towards the trade unions today
would not succeed-the workers would continue to organise underground
and the movement would not suffer a defeat.
It is this recognition of the strength of the workers which has persuaded

.
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our enemies to look for new methOds of bringin~ ~he; organi~ed wo~kers
under control. If they are' now offering 'legal recognition to Afncan uruon~,
it is solely for the purpose of bringing the unions un~er state control: That IS
what the government intends by offering to the md~pendent umons ~h~
'benefit' of registration-while threatening penalties against those. whlC
refuse to register.
.
"
t U nless the
This legislation can result in a crisis for the workers movemen i
flrml
.
.IS CIearIY unde
stood
and its new tact cs
Y
government's purpose
r.
"
resisted.
..'
. d
.
ti
th restriction
The terms on which the unions will be grante regtstra on, ~
th
and supervision of their activities by the state, the power~ gt;~ t~ 'k e
ower Commission ant*he Industrial Court. are aU deslgne 0 s n e
~~~~ heart of independent l¥orkers' organisation. Clinging for the present
~o the old restrictions on racially mixed unions, the regi~e i~ at e sam~
time preparing new divisions and new attacks on workers U~lty. k' e ~08 .
'serious threat is that of excluding 'migrant' and 'commuter wor ers rom
the right to trade .union membership.·
.
'h
It is the responsibility of the whole worke~s' mo vemen to .:~t \~
attacks on the independent unions. In workmg ou~. tac~cs, ; IS VI
, ortant to recognise that the general character of thiS p,enoq IS one of the
;:wing weakness of the ruling class in ~he. fa~e of wo~km~-c~s ~d;an~~~
There must be no giving in to the poisonous concessl0r::'
.e~eti y No
re ime to the trade union' movement in the propose egts ~ o~.
re:istration at the price of divisiolt and state control over tbe unions.

i-t

!

t

, Combine legal and illegal resistance!
Great strides ha~e been made towards the unity in struggle of all workers
b the 'independent unions in the last few years, The move~ent of, the
.Jrican workers has encouraged other sections of the workers mto aC~I~~.
The formation of FOSATU reflects the striving on the part of rank-an - he
union members for a strong, united trade ~nio~ mov~ment that ~a~ take \~
strug le forward. Drawing 'registered UDlOns mto aSSOCiation wI
,
8 1'stered' FOSATU points away from state controls towards
unr
eg,
.
f.
"ty' f th 0 kers
independent unionism based on the A ncan maJon 0 , . ~ w r
" .
All the independent. unions have a m~jor respo~slblhty to mobilise
workers' resistance through the unions agam~t the .W,lehahn ~op~al~. al
Of course, everyone can see that there is .a lurut to. w. t t e ~g .
ocganisatiQn~ can do in the struggle, because ~ey have to work openly nght
under the hammer of state repression. But thiS fact must not be all0g1we~ to.
become an excuse for anyone in the unions to hold back from strug. e. 'or
the iegallimits are nct absolute, and every eHort must be made to ~lden the
field in which legal mass organisation is ~owed. O,nly struggle c~n orce our
rulers on the'retreat and loosen the chams by. whl':h the law blDds us. B t
. When the'reiime'or the bosses r~treat, we press ~ome our adva:~::~lt ~f
we can afford n,o illusions to creepmto the workers movement as
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the expanding opportunities for legal work. in the situation of crisis. the
ruling class cannot afford ·to allow any gains by the workers' movement to
stand unchallenged for long. The more the ruling class is cornered, the more
:it will grow desperate. At any sign of weakness in the workers' movement the
already heavy weight of repression can be suddeDly and savagely increased.
At tbe lame time the runrig class wW trY to turn the leadership of ihi"
workers' organisations into Instruments of control over ·tbe workers. The
ruling .class searches Inceuantly for elements w,ho can be corrupted aDd
tumed against us.
.
. Therefore. while we press forward our struggle through working legallY~lD .
the open unions, we must at the same time build the foundations of our
resistance underground. Here our work can be protected against the police,
and defended against pressures towards reformism and capitulation to the
power of the bosses and the state. From the underground base we can work
to keep' the legal unions OD course, buIlding them as weapons of the
resistance. Here there can be developed the links between our immediate
demands and the all-round struggle to break the chains ,that bind us,
through the overthrow of the apartheid regime and the capitalist system.

.

.

The tasks of SACIU
Because of its history, its long involvement in the liberation struggle, and
the sound principles of workers' unity and working-,class independence
established in its Constitution nearly 25 years ago, SACfU is an
organisation with a clear responsibility to build underground trade wdoa
organisation in South Africa today. But for more than IS years SACfU has
been confined almost entirely ·to an exile .existence. In the recent period,
militants inside and outsicre the country have struggled in SACI'U to urge
on the leadership (based in exile) ltle pressinl DeeI;I to fulfil its responsibility
.
to the w o r k e r s . '
"Workers'Unity" was started up as the official paper of SACTU from
January 1977 mainly in--order to .become an organising weapon for
underground work in South Africa. The tasks of building underground
trade unionism were also the central focus of the SACTU Policy document
"Looking Forward" (January 1 9 7 8 ) . '
,
But the struggle to take these tasks forward in SACfU has unfortunately
encountered serious opposition. It was clear from the start that "Workers'
Unity" could develop as a real workers' paper only to. the extent that
SACfU fulfilled its purpose of becoming an organisation of the workers;
rooted}n the everyday struggles within the country. But there is DO sign that
this development is taking place. hi fact, the signs are to the contrary.
The Editorial Board of "Workers' Unity" became. increasingly boiged
down in conflict which reflected serious political differences on what the role
and tasks of SACfU were. '
In April this year. as a contribution to the discussion and resolution of
these problems. the Editor of "Workers' Unity" submitted amemorandum
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~e~n~e~j :der';{ound trade union organisation

to the National Executive Committee of SACTU. The memorandum
argued:

.
ability, together with the wo~r/ t IS task f~rward to the best of our
raise in SACfU iD whatever wa In South Africa, and we will continue to
the organisatio~ should confron~~' are open to~us, the responsibiIitieswhich
Inside South Africa, workers in man
.
'.
their own inltiati
h d t'
.
y areas. have for years already OD
ve~ a
0 create secret·
d
'
as the basis for mass strikes and .th groupS an underground networks
pointing out the tasks and showin ~h .er s~ggles. These comrades are
movement. TheY.re laylDg tbe ~ g d ett ay orward to the whole workers'
ahead-llIaloat the bosses
?UD_ a ons for the great battles which lie
power, national liberation ~ni''::'~J~~ apartheid regime; for worken'

. • That the lack of urgency and commitment .to the t~k of huilding
SACfU at home (and with it, developiDg the paper) was a result of a lack of
political clarity within the organisation and among the leadership on the
character and tasks of the South African revolution.
• That the cornerstone of SACTU's approach to the revolution must be
the recognition that neither economic gains, nor national liberation, nor
democracy, can be secured for. the black workers on the basiS of capitalism,
but only through an uninterrupted struggle to overthrow capitalism and
begin the building of socialism.

FIGHT FOR INDEPENDENT
'UNIONS!: . _.

• That the black working class is the only social force capable of leading
this revolutionary struggle in the interests of all the oppressed. and, to
undertake. this task, must be organised first and forem9st as wo~kers.
• That the workers must be mobilised with the aim. at the decisive point,
of defeating the armed force of the state with the revolutionary armed force
'of the mass movement.
• That the path to this goal lieS-in giving clear priority to building organs
of mass struggle, so that at every point the politics of the .mass struggle
.exercise command over the gun and the bomb.
The NEC made no response to the memorandum submitted by the Editor
of "Workers' Unity". Instead, It dlamlsaed him from his poIt and remond
him from the EdItorial Board of the paper. The NEC informed the Editor
that he was dismissed for "putting forward policies which were not those of
. SACfU~' -but it has refused to say what it means by this allegation.
SACfU activists who have given support to the building of "Workers'
Unity" as an organising weapon for the workers' movement cannot fail to
see the dismissal of the Editor as a aerlous polltical .tep taken by the NEC.
Yet the NEC has shown itself quite unwilling to discuss the issues raised by
this dismissal with those activists who have tried to raise the question within
the available channels in exile. Instead the Editor, and those who agree with .
his point of view, have been barred from speaking on behalf of SACfU at
solidarity meetings.
The leadership of SACI'U'in exile appears unwilling to confront the very
difficult problems and decisions that have to be confronted if S,ACfU is to
carry out its tasks at home, after the organisation has been in exile for
fift~n years.
Regrettably, all these events would seem to confirm the fears of many
SACfU activists that the leadership is unwilling seriously to take up the
tasks that are its responsibiUty: of building SACfU as a genuine,
20

inside South Africa

e .un erground "malDI the moat vitaU" lmpo' rtaDt'-ek
W' e areu commItted
to ca in h'
'J
... •

Two-articlesin"Workers'Unity"(Nos 12 and' 13)- ti··
d .
ma' th t f . W·
.
an clpate the
an~nset ~~t °thth.eb ~ehfahn pr?posals, developed fighting slogans,
·
e aSlS or resistance. We must build on these
found ations.
b . Ou~ trad~unions must be independent from regUlation by the
tosses state. Workers in t~e 'o~en' trade unions expect their leaders
o oppose all measures whIch will chain the unions to th
I"
f
the bosses' state.
.
'.
e po lCles 0
We must make Clear that all workers oppose Wiehahn In 0
committees, re~onal ~eeting~r
ranc. execuhve cO~~ntttees, national conferences, work~
co~:t!ees, a~d even halson committees, let our voice be heard •
IS the tim~ to def.end the. trade unions we have built at su~h
~eat cost · Now IS the time to make them stronger 'by bringJng in
ose w~rk ers who are not yet organised.
_
Now IS the time f~r complete solidarity with migrant workers and
those und.er attack m squatters' camps. All forms of organisation
~mon~ ~lgrant. workers must be strengthened and linked to th
open trade UOlons.
.
e

~hOP ~teward ~eetings, f~ctory

an

~ow is

the. time for meetings against Wiehahn where organised
unorgantsed workers can shout a firm NO.

ev~em~::: f::s:~;y~~:~~7i~~~~~~~~~g our organisation in

Democracy is the lifeblood of the workers' organisatio~' Tb
factory and all places of work must become the centre of the u~ion':
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life! The lej!.ders we elect must carry out the will of the'rank-and-file.
DemOcracy'in the unions can only be guaranteed with regular
elections, leaders subject to recall, and salarie!l no more than the
average' union member (plus working expenses). Democracy in,
workers' organisations can only be secured outside of' state
regulation and on th~ basis of the widest working-Class unity.
.

.."

.

We who are united in the factories are divided by race in the trade
unions. For too long ,the leaders of registered unions have argued the
'benefits' of control under the Industrial Conciliation Act. We must
win over those workers in registered unions to stand firm with the
'open' trade unions. Now is the time to consolidate our strength in
unions including all workers. Away with apartheid trade unionism!
,

"

We must use illegal and legal methods to advance the struggle!
Our open organisations are under attack as in 1974 and 1976. The
only basis for the permanent organisation of the workers lies in the
un:derground. Only from the bedrock of underground organisation
'can revolutionaries wor:k to influence and effectively lead the 'open'
unions and challenge bureaucratic leadership in the registered
unions.
\
Have discussions with trusted comrades on building the backbone
of resistance secretly in the factories, compounds and townships; on
how
lead the struggle of the workers.

to

BUILD THE UNDERGROUND! .
INDEPENDENCE FOR THE TRADE UNIONS!
DE·REGISTRATION OF UNIONS! '
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Comrades,
After an absence of 14 years, "Workers' Unity" reappeared in Jan~~ry
1977 as the official newspaper of SACfU, to present our ideas and.pohcles
.to the workers of South Africa and to the world. Now, more than two years
later, and after 14 issues have been produced, it is necessal! to draw ~p a
balance sheet of what has been achieved, what we have failed to achleve,
and what tasks now confront us. .
.
It is in this regard that I would like to submit some t~oughts for ~he
consideration of the comrades who, as meIJ1bers of the National Fxecutive
Committee, have the future of SACfU in·their hands. Regrettably, I ~m
prevented from being present to di~cuss these matters personally wIth
comrades.
' .
Although, apparently, "Workers' Unity" has been left outef t~e agenda
for the NEe meeting. I hope that it will be given the necessary time.

.

~bstract; that the style is too sophisticated; that the paper is sorely lacking
m hard news from the factory floor; that the commentary is often too
general and does not show a feel fot the actual situations which the workers
face-the concrete details, the personalities, the tactical twists and turns of
the dail,y struggle at 'home. These comrades are quite right. .
. .
Whe'Ye ?oes .the solution lie? The hatd reality is that ours is a paper
produced m exlle by an organisation based in exile. We need to strike the
right balance between the more theoretical articles and the vitally neces'sary
agitationaf pieces. But we cannot 'agitate' out of thin air. The living details
of factory and township life from day to day. the facts of strike situations
an~ the small huf i.portant c;hanges in conditions which are constantly
tak10g place-these are the raw materials from which agitation is made; We
cannot draw them merely from inspiration. To attempt to 'agitate' without
the facts is no solution-it always· rings false, as empty boasting or bravado;
There is only one solution. "Workers' Unity" caD fulfil its purpose of
becoming a workers' paper ooly to the extent that SACTU as a whole fulfils
its purpose of becoming an organisation of the worken, rooted In tbe living
struggle at home.

. Isolation from the workers' movement
THE FUTURE OF '.'WQRKERS' UNITY"
.. 1 believe that the publicatiQn of "Workers' Unity" over the past two years
.has been an important step forward for SACfU. But, at the.same !ime, we
have only made a small beginning and what has been done so far is only a
drop in the ocean in comparison with what still has to be done ..
There is really only one way that we can thoroughly test our work, and.
that is by measuring it against the tremendous tasks which fhe workers'
struggle at home places upon us. How does "Workers' Unity" measure up
to this test?

A workers' paper and an organising weapon
When we launched "Workers' Unity" at the end of 1976, we d~d not
intend it mainly as an international solidarity paper (alfhoug~ It was
expected t(), an<;l certainly does, cove! that area a5 well~, We mtended
"Workers' Unity" as an organlsiag weapon for the worken strualelnslde
South Africa. We wanted it to become a genuine workers' paper.
"Workers' Unity" is tOday a pap.er written for wor~ers-but it is nota
single step nearer to being a worken' paper than when It appeared over two
years ago. We have to frankly acknowledge this weakness, so that we can
tackle it and overcome it without delay.
Many comrades, constructively criticising "Wo~kers' Unity", have
remarked that it is not sufficiently agitational; that articles are too long and
24

To illustrate the present "isolation of "Workers' Unity" from the workers'
.
movement in South Africa, let us note a few facts.
:rake ~he distribution of the paper. Well over SO ,000 copies have been
pnnte~ 1~ al~-yet the nu~ber which have been transported' through
organisation mto South Afnca canllOttotal more than a few hundretfcoples
over these two years! .
.
.

our

*

Only the tiniest fraction even of the organised w~rkers In South Africa caD
be said EVER to have seen a copy of "Workers' U oIty", let aione to receive
it r e g u l a r l y . '
.
The point must be taken further. A genuine workers' paper does not rely
solely on distribution to workers. It relies on receh'iDg a constant stream ot'
information, 'reports, criticisms, suggestions and eventually whole articles
from workers in the field of struggle. Like a plant, dependent on the flow of
sap from the roots, our paper needs the life-juices of the workers' own
experience, their own ideas and their own ways of expression-If It Is to
survive.
In the space of more than two years, unfortunately, we have not received a
• Certain passages of this mem~randum have been omitted here for seclirity reasons.
The omissions are indicated at the relevant points by the insertion 0' dots. The
passages deal with organisational questions and facts which are not crucial to the
. .
.
political argument.

single contrib~tion to "Wprkers' Unity" from any SACfU machin~ry w~ch
may exist in South Africa. In recent weeks we have, for the .~rst bm~
through SACTU, received .some very welcome comments on Workers
Unity" from within South Africa-but these can still be counted on the
fingers of one hand. Responses which have from time t~.time rel-!=hed us
independently of SACfU's organisation, are alone sufficient pro<!t of the
enormous impact "Workers' Unity" could have in the workers~ movement if
only It reached tbe worken.
.
.
But we are not reachlilg the workers.
A year ago I pointed out to certain of the comrades who are memb~rs of
the NEC that if "Workers' Unity" was not drawn cloS'Or to home (not m the
sense of its p~oduction arid printing but in the sense of its content) within
the course of the year, it would begin to become noticeably steril~. .
. Cast a critical eye over the 14 issues. In the 6 issues of the first year,
"Workers Unity" clearly went through a period of forward development;
Each issue tackled a subject of immediate importance to the workers
organisations in their practical struggle. And each built progressively upon
the ground laid in the ones before.·
.
. .
The leading articles in each issue show this:
-Issue No. h An ;malysis of the lessons of Soweto and the ro~d ahead.
_ Issue No. 2: Why it is necessary to fight for inde~nde~t umons.
_ Issue No. 3: Unemplo:rment;\why reformist policies.ho~d no way out.
_ Issue No. 4; Our programme of fightin.g (lemands, lmking the~ to. the
struggle for state power, nationalliberation and t~e end of capltalIsm.
_ Iiaue No. S: How do we organise? The explanation of the need for
underground trade union organisation, the role of SACTU and a. call to
establish SACTU groups in the factories with definite tasks. "_ Issue No. 6: An explanation of our wage dema~d: a R~a-week
national minimum wage, with automatic future mcreases .linked to
price rises.
During 1978, the development of "Workers' U~ity" ~evelled off. ~he
change was not noticeable immediately, or in any smgle Issue, but takmg
Issues 7-14 as a whole we can see the following:
. We have continued to put forward and explain our general standpoint
and policies on generallubjeds. But the general h~s begu,n to take up more
and more of the paper. Our content has become m~re~mgly abstract a,nd
timeless-in the sense that it would not matter in which lssue or even whlch
. year many of our articles appea!. Only· in two cases (when we eventually
dealt with the Wiehahn Commission, and when we printed a very general
solidarity article on the struggle for Crossroads) can it be said that we have.
tackled ~ny new'subjects of burning importan~e to the workers' movement
at home. We have been frustrated, for example, in our intention to write.on
the struggle over the schools because we have no contact with the developmg
situation on the ground..
' .
Our news reporting on factory and township struggles is drawn entirely
from already published material-and almost always from the South
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African bourgeois press.
.
.
Since Issue No. 5 (September 1977) we have not carried a single article on
bow to organise, nor have we even dealt in general terms with methods and
problems o~ ~ndergro~nd work. Since Issue No. 3 (May 1977) we have not
analysed. cnhcally a smgle development or current of thought within' the
trade umons.

The wnsequencesof isolation
. The st:ength of "W~rk~rs'Unity" up to now is th~ same as the strength of
SACTU.ltself-our pnnclples and g~neral policies; our clear working-class
stil~dp01nt; and the method by which we analyse and explain the issues ~
facmg the workers .
Andt on the other hand, the weakness 'of "Workers' Unity" is exactly the
same as the weakness of SAcrU as a whole-our weakness at home. Unless
~his is ~vercon:e ~n our organisation~ the greatest urgency, it will become
mcrea~m~l~ dlfflcult to mainta~n even the present standard of our paPer.
Its exile character-unavoldable perhaps at the start-will become
incr:easinglyobvious and unacceptable. Our readers may have tolerated this _
.until now on account of the infancy of the paper, but as time passes this .will
lead to very serious questions being raised, not only about "Workers'
Unity", but about. the character of SACTU.
.
Detached from the living movement of the workers in South Africa' the
style of the paper will tend to become stereotyped and the co~tent
iricreas.ingly 'hack'. O~r readers at home who have been excited and pleased
to recelVe. the pape~ ~ ~end to lose interest and may object to having' to
take the nsk of recelVlDg It. Our readen; abroad, who tend to like the paper
precisely because it is written for workers in South Africa, will be
disapPoint7d and our SUbscriptions, presently rising, could well start to fall.
Our capacity to generate funds for SACTU in the solidarity field would
' .
.
likewise fall off.
This .is not al~rmist talk-it is simple fact. A paper is a living thing: it
. must either develop or perish. "Worken' UDlty" cannot .unite uuleu
SACfU develop. Into a real, fighting worken' organisation inside SOuth
Africa. The future of "Worken' Uotty" (and It could have a great future) Is
completely bound up with the rebuilding of SACTU at bome.

'Should '''Workers' Unity" now

move to Africa?

~er t~e past !.ear I ha~e gi~er:.a lot'of thought to..p.te question whether
the Isolation of . Workers Untty fro~ the workers...·'movement at home
could at this stage be solved by moving the editorship and production of
~e paper to Africa. I believe it is clear that the answer is no. Th~oblem
will not be solved by such a step IIiltil SACTU has built an uDd&ground
orgaDllation In South AfrIca on a scale .barle enough to maintain a COIIItant
Oo~ of idea,. infoflDation aDd JUldauce backwards and forwards between
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our ~adres active In the field of the workers' Itruggles and the edltorlid
board of the paper.
ed t h
to the Point where
As lOOn as our organisation has de~elop a 01De
.
be
,
"Workers' UnIty" could have constant con~ct w!th lign'!!tC:Dti:~:n:e :,
.

organised wo!kers, I woullb~ I!ro;~y.!~~:: ::o;~::ht~ca :ritbout delay.
the paper as near as poss e 0
the p.r to
In time, of course, our aim must beb~°tyt ~:IY :p;,,~v:nd eventuallY
Southern Africa, but to develop our a \
.
.
produce "Workers' Unity" clandestInely Inside South Africa.

Ho~ "Worker's Unity" could develop .
..
. f
t h me actively involved in the
Based on an underground orgamsa e~ ~ rs: Unity" would rapidly
day-to-day struggles of the workers,
or e
,
't ti al
develo from its present style as a propaganda org~n mto an agl a on.
a r 1n the thick of tpe action. Publication.in Afncan langua~es .and. m
~f~aans would become feasible. The practical. problem~ of ~lst?b~~::
and of production would take on a completely different c arac er In

circumstances.
\'.
f th
bl
f~ing "Workers'
There are no short cuts to the solution 0
e pro ~ms
Afri
."
~ I
wer is the building of SACTU'm Sout~
ca, .
"Workers' Unity" has a very lInportant role
Umty '. The o~ Y alfns f
In thiS work Itse ,.0 course, .
. i
nd we
to play. We must see "Workers' Unity" as an organis ne w~POO a
must make full use of it for that purpose.
. d'H
t
.
I'
ps of workers m 1 eren
As a very first step, we should be .ormmgth~du as \'n"Workers' UiIity"
f' to read and dISCUSS e l e !
parts 0 f South A nca
I SACTU militants which are .
and the policies it presents. The groups 0
eDtral focus of their
f~rmed: in thedfact?~es Shoudl~t:::~~eUI~~O~~~e~t~e~ 'workers one of their
diSCUSSions an trammg, an
.
most important tasks.
,
... uld be able to spread the spark of'
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Let this be the future of "Workers' Unity"!

THE NEED TO BUll}) SACIU IN SOUTH AFRICA
The .situation in South Africa today cries out for the building of SACTU
as a revolutionary trade union organisation of mass proportions. The most
favourable conditions exist for. the swift growth of our forces and the
extension of SACTU's influence in the workers' movement throughout the
country. The possibilities are great, but time is short. Can we frankly say
that our whole organisation is really committed to this task-straining every
nerve and muscle to build SACTU among the workers at home? I fear that
we cannot. .
· In January last year, the.NEC adopted as its poli~y a Political RePort by
the. General Secretary (published as a pamphlet entitled "Looking.
Forward"), There the urgency of building SACTU was repeatedly stressed.
SAcru's most essential task, it was said, the one to which all others must
give precedence, "is that of building arid helping to build the organised
forces of the black workers within the mines and factories. and on the
farms. To build, build and build again our forces and cadres within the
country I It is to this task that our maiD energiea must be devoted." (Page
21.>
But have these words produced any decisive change in our orientation, in
our recruitment, in our training of cadres, in the setting of our priorities, in
the allocation of our human and material resources between solidarity work
and the work at home, in the urgency with which we are tackling this work,
in the efforts we are making to distribute our publications in South
Africa ... ?
When it comes to our tasks at home, a strange paralysis still grips
SACTU. What is the root cause of it? I would like to submit for .the
consideration of the NEC that the root cause is poUticaJ. We are affected by
· a lack of eIarfti about SACTU's role and future. There are deep dffferenee.
of oplulon within our ranks on the importance of trade union work; on the
.relationship be~eeri the workers' movement and the struggle of all the
oppressed; o~ the relationship between national liberation, democracy and
· socialism; on SACTU's position in relation to armed struggle.
SACTU can only grow at home on the basis of clearly worked out political
perspectives. If we are to build, as we have promised, an underground trade
union organisation in South Africa ~'to mobilise and lead the worke'rs in
their everyday struggles, linking the economic and political sides of the
struggle together" ("Looking Forward", page 3), our cadres will have to
come to grips with all the problems facing the future development of the
mass movement, and point out a clear way forward to the trade unions.
SACTU ·is a trade union organisation, but it is compelled nonetheless to .
address itself to all the basic political questions of the South African
revolution. It is precisely the question pf the political basis upon which
SACTU must go forward-the only basis on which our .organisation can be
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built, and "Workers' Unity" with it-that I wish to bring to the fore in this
.. memorandum.

The crisis of the syste,m ..
As has been explained many times in SACTU publications, t?e ~partheid
system developed in South Africa to suit the needs of capltahs~. The
political system of national oppression has been built upon foundations of
class oppression and exploitation of the black workers. Now the system,
economic ·and political, is suffering a crisis more· acute than at any other
time in its history. The incurable sickn~ss of world capitalism, and ~e
particular features of that sickness in the South African ec.onomy, prOVide
the basis on which all the social contradictions built up dunf.1g the decades
.and even centuries of oppression and exploitation now demand to be
resolved.
. Ii
.The outlines of this crisis, a crisis of apartheid and of capita srn w~ven
together, have beeri set out in "Looking Forward". It.was clearly recogmsed
there that this is no temporary crisis, despite its u~s and. downs. !he
capita.lists are well aware of the cancer that affect~ their ~~t~m. T?e .slight
.recovery of the economy is accepted to be short-lived. DIVlsI?ns "':Ithin the
white population, reflected especially in the crisis in the Nationabst :party,
are now deeper than at any other-time since the. ear!y 1?~0s.
. Around the world the tide of social revolution 15 nsmg, not least m
Southern Africa itself. At home ,the combativity of the oppresse~ mas~s,
particularly of the black working class, is repeatedly expressed ~ action
under the most difficult conditions~in the struggle ?ver education, for
higher wages, trade union rights, tran~port and housmg, over rents and
removals, over the pass laws and the migrant labour system, and demands
. ' .
. .
for political rights.
During the long period of the economic boo.m in South Afnca, mtnl?g, .
" agriculture, industry and commerce were masslvel~ developed and dazzlmg
riches'-the profits from cheap labour.:....poured. mto the pock~ts of ·the
ruling class. But from this great expansion of wealth and product1v~ power, .
the black working class derived only hards~i~, poverty. and suffenng. The
first onset of .economic stagnation only multlphed the weight upon the backs
.of the people.
.
.
Today', as capitalism lurches from one crisis tolhe next on a world scale,
it can afford no substantial or lasting concessions to the mass of the worklna
people of South Africa. Our. rulers know t~s only !OO ~en. T? the ex~e~t
that the ruling class is putting out feelers m the direction of reforms, It
seeks to win the collaboration of the black middle class against the power of
the workers.
.
. The incapacIty of the system to carry out si~icant ref~rms 15 s~ow~ by
th emptiness of the gestures made by the rul1ng class ID that dtrecti~n,
ac~ompanied by the more and more intensified repression and the sllde
towards increasing militarisatioll;. •
....
The black working people need jobs for all. Capltahsm. answers thiS need
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with two million unemployed, with a rise "in this figure of 30,000 .a month,
and with the certainty of mass unemployment persisti,ng so long as the profit
system remains.
The black working people need a living wage (at present that would be at
least RSO a week minimum for all workers). Capitalism answers this need
with an average wage for black workers which 11 well below the
breadline-in some Bantustims as low as RS a week. It answers with price
rises which have meant as much as 20-30% a year on the cost of living in
. the townships.
. The black working people need trade union rights, and an end to the pass
laws and the migrant labour·system. But the denial of trade union rights,
the pass laws and the migrapt labour system are nothing but measures
developed by capitalism in South Africa to chain the workers in the service
of profit.
"
In "Workers' Unity" we have tllken up these and many other demands.
In doing so, however, we have been under no illusion that the system ·in
South Africa can grant these things. We know full well that capitalism
means more unemployment, mor~ poverty and more oppression for the .
working class. In demanding concessions and reforms from the c;apitalists
and the apartheid regime, ·we have sought to gain new footholds and
strengthen the fighting capacity of the workers for revolutionary ends. We
have eXPlained again and again that even the most basic economic demands
of the ·workers can only be secured through the victory of the struggle to
smash apartheid and end the proDt system.
The struggle for democracy has exactly the same implications. The ruling
class realises that for the working class, democratic rights are not ends in
themselves, but means· to an end. They understand that workers demand
political rights because they intend to use those rights to· carry out a
revolution in the conditions of their life and" work-to· end poverty,
starvation and unemployment; to provide homes, clothing and comfort for
their families and education for their children; to progressively free
themselves"from all disc!imination, inequalities, privilege and dictatorship.
National liberation and democracy cannot be secured by the black
workers of South Africa on the basis of capitalism, but· only through the
liquidation C!f capitalism and the buDding of socialJ.sm. There can be no
separation of stages in the South African revolution between its national
democratic aims and its socialist aims. This understanding must be the
cornerstone of SACTU's approach to the revolution.

. The need for workers' power
Just as national oppression is rooted in class exploitation, so the nationai
liberation struggle is rooted in class struggle. The two,great opposing poles
of action and attraction in the struggle are, on the one hand, the capitalist
ruling class and, on the other. the rising power of the black working class.
In the struggle for power, the whole of society will inevitably divide Itself
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between tbese two poles. The state power ~il1 more and more blatantly
reveal itself as a sledgehammer wielded by the capitalist class against tbe
movement of the black working class and its aUies.
,
This central conflict between capital and the black working class
, determines the path of development of the South African revolution. 'If
Iiberatioti.is to be' achieved, capitalism must be confronted with the full
,power of the only force that can liquidate it-the workers.
The black working cla~s in South Africa-because of its position in
production and society; because it has no property to protect, no privileges
to defend, and 'nothing to lose but its chains'; because the ftill weight of
national oppressio,n presses on its shoulders-is the only consistently
democratic and anti-capitalist class, and the only social force capable of
leading the revolutionary' mass struggle for' national liberation and
socialism, Only under the leadership of the organised workels can the
revolution be carried through to its conclusion and its gains be secured
against counter-revolutionary attack.
For the black' workers to lead the struggle for national -liberation,
democracy and socialism-to challenge the capitalist ruling class at the
head of all the oppressed people-they must be organised first and foremost ,
as workers. We can afford no shyness on the question of the leading role of
the working class, or on the need for independent organisations of the
workers to guarantee that leading role. SACTU's historic task is to fill with
a revolutionary content the idea of working-class independence in the trade
union field. Any hesitation or \hyness on this matter will weaken the,
struggle for national, liberation and open up possibilities 'f{lr
counter-revolution and defeat.
'
,The ruling class fears nothing more than the awakening of the black
workers, dass-conscious and organised. More and more the repression and
trickery of our rulers will be concentrated on attacking the growth of
effective organisation' among the workers, and on undermining its
independence.
The ruling clas~ understands only too .well the connection between the
struggle for -national li\2.eration and the struggle against capitalism. It
understands ,the threat to its property and privilege which this struggle
represents. The full force of the armed state is brought to bear against every
national and democratic demand of the masses of the oppressed people
becauSe tbese struggles can only be brougbt to victory In tbe socialist
revolution.
We must remember that capitalism in South Africa (in contrast with most
othef countries of the colonial or former colonial world) is in an advanced
stage of growth and development, is very deeply rooted, and is maintained
in power by large social forces. Deep as the crisis may be which affects this
system, capitalism'in South Africa will ~ot easily be pushed aside.
The ruling class-the relatively small number of big capitali~ts who own
the mines, banks, industries and big farms-rely for the stability of their
power over the mass of the people on numerous intermediate layers of the
middle: classes and the white labour aristocracy.' Th~~ forces of real or
potential reaction are concentrated in the white population, but are being
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d:liberatelyextended to an increasingly noticeable extent among the small
ehte layers of the black population as well.
"
To ~ndermine,. divide and paralyse ,the social reserves of reacti~ri
potentl~llyat the dlspos~l of our enemy-to draw them in growing numbers
to the Side of the revolution-will prove impossible unless we ciearlylink the
st~ggle for the overthrow of apartheid to the promise of a new social order
whlcb can guarantee the liberty and material well-being of all tbe people of
South Africa, with equality for all.
. The struggle for national liberation and democracy will either achieve
VICt?ry ,through consciously lin~ing itself at every step to the struggle against
c~pltahs~, under. the leadership of the working class, and by passing oveJ;,
wI,tbout IDterruption to socialist tasks-or else it will reach an impasse, a
blind alley, and open the way to capitalist counter-revolu'tion and defeat
Eve.n in 1955 it was clearly recognised in the Freedom Cbarter that the
establishment of democracy in South Africa is impossible without a
fun.d~mental at~ack on ~apitalist property and power. All subsequent
expenence has nchly confirmed this fact. ,
"
,
~ur freedom, as we have emphasised in "Workers' Unity", cannot be
achieved "unless tbe power of tbe exploiters is replaced by tbe power of the
workers and the wealth of our country restored to tbe people as a whole."
(Issue No. ~.) It is pre,cisely the recognition of this iron necessity of our
struggle which separates revolutionaries from every brand of reformism
whether blatant or disguised. '
,
"
,
"
It is this, too, which,explains why the road forwarq leads of necessity
towards the armed seizure of state power.
To ~stablish genuine dem~ratic people's power in South Africa, wbich'
can only be secured on tbe foundation of workers' power, ineans to smash
the Sou!h ~frican sta~e:-?ot merely as an apartheid state, but equally as
the c.apltahst s,tate whlc~ It essentially is. Victory in this is inconceivable,
and It ha,s always been mconceivable, without the armed uprising of tbe
.
'
working class. '

,Arming the mass struggle
Th~ great Marxist teachers of the working class, summing up the'
exper~ence of the workers' struggle in all capitalist countries long ago
explal~ed tha~ the capi~alist state-and the South African' ;tate is no
exceptl.on-boils down m the last analysis to armed bodies of men
defendmg !he property of the ruling class in the land, mines, factories and
banks, agamst th~ struggle of the working people to seize that property and
orgamse productIOn for their common benefit.
The harsh experience of our movement in South Africa" especially since
t~e 19S?s, has schooled the most advanced and conscious workers and
fighters 10 one lesson above all others: our struggle is not for the pipedream
of refor~ from above, but for revolution from below. It is not a struggle for
concessions from our masters, but to take state power in ordeI""to end the
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rule of all masters. The struggle for the seizure of state po~~r tak:s many
forms and mal\i!i,courses linked together, but at the dectSlve pomt that
struggle can onlYbe won by defeatinR the atined force of the state. ~th the
.
revolutionary armed force of the masses.' .
The turn of the Congress movement in the early 19.~s to. the use of armed
force, does not signify that the victory of the hberaUon struggle was
previously possible without arms. It ~as rather that events them~~lves,
especially the Sharpeville massacre and Its aftermath, exposed th~ futiltty of
a strategy of confining the struggle to unarmed methods of aCti.on. In the
early 19605, broad masses of the oppressed people became conscIOUS of t~e
fact that not even significant reforms could be e~pect~d from the apartheid
regime, and that it was necessary to overthrow It entirely.
..
.
AfterSharpeville ~nd Langa, there was a spontaneous strammg ~f the
masses, especially of the black working class, towards t~e use of armeC1 force
against the state. towards striking at the oppressor Wlth ~ the means at
their disposal. It was from the experience of those bmes that there.
developed among the black people, in particular among. the worker~, the
overwhelming popularity of the idea that armed struggl!: IS necess~ry If the
liberation struggle is to succeed. The whole of subsequent expenence has
confirmed this conviction..··
'.
.'.
".
.
It is true that some people, when they speak of 'arme~ struggle, :egard It
merely as ameans of Increasing the pressure on the regime and ruhng class
to give concessions and reforms. But luch a view does not repraent the
Interests or the standpoint of the \tlack workers o~ South Afrlca- It cannot be
the standpoint of SAClU.
.
Likewise,. the most advanced and politically conscious layers of the
working class have never counterposed armed stru~ to mass struggle, as
if they were different things. For them and for us, It is a question of the
organisation, moblllsation.and arming of the mass of the people, beaded by
-the organised workers t towards the eventual armed. lns~tlon and seizure
.of state power.
.

The paramouni importance of mass organisation
A revolutionary strategy directed towards armed insurrectio~-the only
genuinely revolutionary atrategy possible In So';lt~ Afrlca-~q~rres at every
stage that cl~ar priority must be given to bUlldmg orgamsatlOns of mass.
. t:
th't I
struggle. _.
. th building of illegal and underground orgamsa Ion as e VI a
It means e
.
. h' h
d by the
foundation of all the legal and open organis~tions w ~c a~e use
people. as weapons in their struggle,. whether m township, mme, factory or
farm, in every part of the country.
. It means ~ ~truggle to lead' these organisations through all the tactical
phases, the advances, the unavoidable retreats, the turns and re-advances
necessary to unite the workers and draw behind them the oppressed people
as a whole. It means giving central importance to political moblUsation
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around' slogans and 'demands which are constantly being tested ·and
reformulated in order to build an unbreakable bridge between the
immediate needs and consciousness of various groups and layers of the
working people anil the seizure of state power •. It means to build through
struggle' a mass consciousness of the necessary link betWeen genuine
national liberation, democracy and socialism.
.
It means that armed struggle must not be separated from mass struggle,
but fused with the development of the mass movement at evety stage. It
lIleans that politics-the politics of mass struggle-must at every point
command the gun.
It means the fullest participatioh of militarily trained revolutionaries.in the
day-to-day struggles of the people, as political cadres first and foremostt
involved in the lJlobilising, educating, training and arming of the mass
movement.
...
..
It means that the armed action on our side should in its early stages have
mainly the character. of organised self·defen<:e by the mass m~ement
against the terror tactics of the state. It means armed defence, in favourable
. circumstances, of strikes, demonstrations, 'squatter' camps and schools;
against police raids, pass arrests, forced removals and so forth. As the mass
movement gains strength, confidence and fighting skills, as the camp of the
enemy weakens and divides, the basis will be laid for passing over to the
offensive.
:
Our revolution 9eeds the aid of the bullet and the bomb in order to carry
out its work, but the bullet and the bomb do not produce. the revolution.
The ~sential conditions for revolutionary victory are in the firstplac~
political, and only in the second place military.
.
The weakening and division of the forces at the disposal of the ruling
class; the power, unity and determination of the revolutionary forces; and
the quality of the revolutionary leadership-these are the basic ingredients
in the development of a revolutionary situation in South Africa and the
preconditions for tbe IUccaafol Umed seizure of power.
.
The crisis of the economic and political system has already been referred
to. Out of this crisis emerge the most favourable objective conditions for the
rapid maturing of a revOlutionary situation.
.
In the vital process of strengthening the revolutionary forces,· and
weakening and dividing the forces in the hands of the ruling class, the single
most important factor is the organlaatlon aud anity of the working clau. In
South African conditions, this unity, arising from<struggle, can most rapidly
take root among the black workers. With'the black workers on the march,
militant, class-conscious and, united, all the rest of the oppressed people
would faU in behind them and the basis would also be laid for sections of .
white workers and youth to break decisively with the ruling class. The
struggle for worken' IIDIty opens up the shortest and surest way to the
revolutio.nary conquest of power .
It has been necessary to dwell on these matters here beeaue they have the
closest bearing OD the whole development of SAClU •. An independent t
revolatiolUU'Y. trade union organilatlon, though It concentrates Its activities
In a deflnlte field of struule; can. only carry out Its retpoDlIbWtyto the
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workers if its whole strategy for trade union work Is directed towards the aim
of eventual armed insurrection and tbe seizure of state power by-the working
class.

The upSJlrge in the struggle
The struggle of the oppressed people. to which the movement of the black
_workers has supplied the fore-runners, the initiative and the driving force,
has entered a qualitatively new stage. Beginning with the waves of industrial
strikes from 1972-3· onwards, followed by the mass resurgence of stUdent
radicalism and reaching its high point in the uprisings and political general
strikes of 1976. the movement has raised itself more or less spontaneously to
the point where even the heroic actions of the 1950s and early 1960s have·
been overshadowed.
At t~ present moment. we are passi-ng through a period of relative lull.
But this should be only a very temporary period, giving way again to· a new
upsurge of resistance. Inevitably. after the titanic ·battles of 1976-7, the
black workers and ·youth are recovering their energies, reflecting on their
experiences. weighing up the lessons and doing whatever they can to map
out the way ahead. One of the pointers to the temporary character of the
. present lull is the fact that the uprisings and the general strikes which
followed the first Soweto massllcre were not defeated-they were at most
held at bay. The slaughter of school-children by the regime might, under
different circumstances. have led to demoralisation and the collapse of the
mass movement. but in faCt it had the opposite effect. A most striking
feature of the struggle in this period has been the death· defying courage
(primarily of the black youth. but infusing also the ranks of the workers)
with which our people have thrown themselves into action, time and agaiJ,l,
virtually bare-handed against gas and guns.
_. Despite the current luil, the spirit of confidence in the black working class·
runs deep. This is shown, for example, in the movement of the workers into
the trade unions after the Soweto uprisings, in the growing unity of different
sections of the black workers and the renewed outbreak of industrial strikes
in 1978, all the mote remarkable for taking place when there are over two
million unemployed. (A reDection of the pressure among workers towards
greater unity is the setting pp of FOSATU by trade union officials, as a new
federation to the left of njcSA.) The mood and ,capacity for struggle of the working class in this period is
clearly shown by the magnificent resistance of the people of Crossroads
against the threatened demolition of their homes and their forced removal to
the reserves. In the
of this resistance the regime has been compeRed to
'
draw back.
There has been a great strengthening and hardenbig of the revolutionary
. class consciousness of broad layen of the black working class. As was said in
the Political, Report last year ("Looking Forward", page 12);
"The long-standing hatred of the oppressed masses for - white
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The renewed struggle for independent unions
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and sustained attempts to build independent unions. Available statistics
{always to be taken; of course, with a pinch of salt) show that atleast 60,000
African workers are trade union members. This compares favQurably with
the situation in 1960 - 1961. ,
This is. admittedly, only a fraction of the industrial workipg class, but in
the conditions of vicious repression and harassment it represents a
tremendous step forward and a sign of the renewed militancy of the black
working class.
.
,Since 1918 there' has never been a time in South African history when
African trade unjon~ere entirely absent. The regime has never succeeded
in eliminating entirely the open organisation of African workers into legal
unions. At the present time, the regime and the ruling class are faced with
serious problems' in -this regard: the more the new independent unions
develop, the more the workers organised in them represent a threat to the
stability of the system, yet the more politically dangerous and difficult it
becomes for our rulers to attempt simply to destroy the unions by (lutright
,
repression.
. The main task of the Wiehahn Commission (whose report has still not
been published) has been to propose to the government alternative and '
indirect methods for containing the movement of the workers and
frustrating the growth of independent unions. (See "Workers'Unity", Issue'
No. 13.)
,
Trade unions of black workers ~hich operate exclusively legally invariably
have a dual character. On the one hand, when the state and the ruling class
are unable politically to suppress the unions completely, every effort is made
to deform the unions into indirect organs of tlourgeQis control over the'
'working class. This is the purpose served by the growth of bureaucracy in
the trade unions and the cultivation of reformism within them.
On the other 'hand, however, the trade unions represent for the workers
weapons which they can use to advance their economic struggle and defend
their gains. But. as we have seen, not one of the vital material needs of the
working class (jobs for all; a living wage-to name but two) can be secured
,on the basis of capitalism. Every partial gain by the workers.in the economic
struggle is immediately placed in jeopardy and sooner or later stolen back
again by the employers and !heir apartheid state. The economic struggle is
thus doomed to frustration unless it is linked to the revolutionary struggle
for state power, the destruction of apartheid, the expropriation of the
capitalists and the building of the foundations of socialism.
This dual character of the trade unions makes them an arena of
coDtlouOUl conflict between two basic opposing tendeucles-the reformist
and tbe revolutionary. This struggle, 'whether more or less open or
disguised, is a constant feature of the legal trade union organisations built
up by black workers in South Africa_
What fundamentally'distinguishes the revolutionaries from the reformists
in trade union work is this: Consciously revolutionary trade unionists take as
their starting point, as the 'point which governs their whole orientation, the
neCessity of the worken seizing state pow~r, and strive to mobilise and
organise the workers through day.tq.cJay struggles for, Cooceaiool and
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reforms towards that goal. Reforniists take as their s'tarting point only the
immediate demands of, the workers. making these the self-sufficient aim
and obje<:t of the trade union movement. .
_
In Issue No. 5 of "Workers' Unity", we set out SACfU's general policy
towards the efforts which have been made during the past six years in South
Africa to b'uild again open, non-racial trade unions (and similar
organisations), withm the legal strait-jacket imposed by the regime. We
said:
"To avoid being smashed they have been forced to take up a public
posture of being non-poiitical-concerning themselves exclusively with
the 'economic' hardships of·the workers.
Within them and among their leaders, various tendencies are to be
found. There are, of course, not a few reformists, opportunists and
even collaborators-but there are also many who walk a tightrope of
penonal danger in truly sening the struggle oHhe working cIau •••
These organisations are forced by the repression to keep themselves .
cut off from the liberation struggle as a whole, but we do not oppose '
them. Our policy is to fight for independent ,mions and to give these
new organisations our support-in as far as they advance the worken'
struggle."
We also, of course, encourage all forms of international solidarity ir
support of the struggles ,)f these unions for recognition arid for the demands
of their members. We explain our support for these unions as follow,;:
"Qurs'is a revolutionary struggle. Every means, iegal and illegal,
open and underground, on issues small and large. must be used to
build the fighting strength of the working class.
,Tens of thousands of black workers are using the new organisations
to put forward wage demands, take up complaints in. the factories,
defend themselves against victimisation, gain training and experience,
and press for full trade union rights."
We support to the full every struggle to defend and extend the field of
legal activity for the trade union movement.
'
But that, of course, is only one side of the question. As we go on to say in
"Workers' Unity":
, ...... at the same time, the inimense pressures of intimidation, arrests,
bannings and so on, take their ton on theSe unions. The regime picks
off the best elements among the leaders and officials, thus clearing the
way for those whose inclination is to bend the unions to the will of the
bosses, and surrender to government pressure. In many subtle ways the,
. ruling class 'cultivates this trend.
, As the narrow circle of legality is drawn steadily tighter round the
necks of these organisations, the difficulties of keeping them on course
as real ins~ruments of the workers' struggle, will increase enormously,"
From this we conclude that the foundations of the workers' movement in
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the ADC of what must have been obvious among experienced militantS for at
least 15 years.
.
SACTU is an organisation of workers or it is nothing. It was for the
purpose of organising workers that SACfU was created, It was as an
organisation of workers that SACfU grew to prominence. co·ordinating the
efforts of tens of thousands of union members and attracting to its .hanner in
the course of struggle some hundreds of thousands more,
From 1955 to 1963, SACTU established itself in the consciousness of
large numbers of the oppressed workers as their legitimate organisation and
leadership in the trade union field,
.
SACTU's claim' to speak on behalf of the workers of South Africa
stemmed from the accomplishments of that period. It is true that our
organisation represents the workers 'of South Africa in the sense that our
principles and policies are the only ones by which the working class can
secure its liberation from exploitation and oppression. In another and
equally important sense, however, we can only claim to represent the
working class to the extent that we are active in the workers'own field of
aattle; to the extent that we are growing among the advanced guard of the
organised workers in the factories,. mines· and on the farms; to the extent
that we are organising, mobilising and drawing wider and wider layers of the
.
working class into conscious struggle. .
How does SACIU stand in the 8gbt of this test .tooay1
III asking these questions, no disrespect is intended to copuades engaged
in the most difficult and dahgerous work of our struggle, the work at home.
nor indeed. to those heroes of SACfU's history who have made great
personal sacrifices and accepted great suffering, even death, as a result. It
is rather out of loyalty to them and to the whole future development of
SACTU and the workers' struggle that we· need to ask frankly and try to
answer questions about the adequacy of our own methods and work,
It is a striking fact of the 1970s that the resurgence of trade unionism
among African workers, and the building of new open independent unions
especiaUy.since 1973, has not been matched by our efforts to build the
revolutionary underground trade union c:-ganisation which, we have
acknowledged to be essential.
I would ask comrades of the National Executive Committee to consider
what the root cause of this is. Is it not the result of. lack of poUtical
clarity in our own ranks about the importance of trade union work and the
role of a revolutionary trade union orla~sation in the struggle for power?
"

Common misconceptions which hamper our work
(a) About the effect of repression
It is sometimes said that repression by the regime has prevented the
building of underground organisation on the part of SACfU. Surely this
cannot be the answer, On the contrary. it was the repression which created
the necessity for underground work. Admittedly repression has brought
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This argument, is completely wrong-it is the very 0ppollte which is true.
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There is' no contradiction between trade union organisation and armed
struggle for state po~er in South Africa-and those who maintain that there
is; misunderstand both trade unions and ar~ed stru~gle.
A genuine revolutionary strategy for the seizure of state power in South
Africa is a strategy based on mass mobilisation and organisation leading to
the arming of the mass of the people for insurrection. Some of the
implications .of such a strategy have been noted earlier, in this
memorandum.
To think that 'armed struggle' renders trade unions irrelevant is to get the
whole thing twisted round the wrong way. Someone who takes this view
really has the illusion that the seizure of power is simply a military
question-whereas it ,is primarUy a political question., This mistake of
militarism, if it ever-took a firm hold in our ranks, would have far more
ruinous consequences for our struggle than could ever be the case in less
industrialised c~lUntries.
"
It is an elementary duty of revolutionaries to make work in the trade
union ~ovement in Soutb Africa one of the top priorities of the whole
struggle. This' work indispensible if we are tofind a 'road to the mass of the
workers. to unite them through. concrete struggles towllrds arme9
self-defence and the eventual forcible seizure of power.
..
This is where SACTU's role and future lies. Yet there is, it seems, ~o clear
consensus on this within our ranks. There .is, for example, 'the tendency
(represented both on the NEC of SACfU and on the Editorial .Board of
"Workers' Unity") which holds the view that SACfU's role is to Serve as a
'signpost', dir~cting the workers to Umkhonto we Sizwe. Whatever the loyal
motives of the comrades who hold this view, it can ~nly hav~ a damaging
effect on our whole struggle. Of what use is it ,to the mobilisation,
organisation and eventual arming of the mass movement if SACfU, which
should be building a st~ble underground network of class-conscious ~orkers
,to take the lead in collective action in the factories, mines and, farms,
collapses itself instead into a mere agency for the recruitment' of individuals
for guerilla training? Or if all the best, most advanced and most politically
conscious workers' leaders are to be removed from their living contact with
the everyday struggles of the class? This' 'signpost" idea is really nothing
short of a formula for the liquidation of SACTl,J. Yet how widely is the view
held in SACfU itself?
'
Along the same lines is the peculiar argument that all trade unions
operating in South Africa are 'yellow' unions; that anyone who is not dead,
in jail or out of the country is a 'traitor'; etc., etc. In these ideas are reflected
only bitter frustration and extreme diStance from the workers' movement at
home. Is this to be our message to the tens of thousands of black workers
battling in South Africa for trade union rights and recognition at this very
moment? To the women sacked at--Eveready in Port Elizabeth :.vhen they
went on strike to demand' recognition of their union? To the 500,000
African, Coloured and Indian workers who united to carry out the political
general strikes in 1976? Or to the heroes of the youth and 's,tudents'
movement who are still carrying on their struggle at home?

is
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No. Such notions are not an expression of the principles of SACTU over
nearly 25 years. They are in complete opposition to the whole approach and,
content of "Workers' Unity", SACTU's official organ for the past two years.
They are contradicted by the letter and the spiritofevery page of the policy
statement" in "Looking Forward", from which it is necessary here to quote
only these few concluding lines:
, "oUr efforts must be doubled and redoubled to bulld up the
organisation which we need in order to co-ordinate and lead the
workers' struggle IN THE PLACES WHERE THE WORKERS ARE."
(Page 22-3.)

(c) About reformism in the' trade

union~'

A third argument which one often hears, and which tends to run closely in
step with the other j.deas previously mentioned, is the argument that trade
unions in South Africa are 'inevitably' I:eformist. This, too, is altogether
incorrect. In, the conditions of South Africa, economic organisations of the
black workers are potentially extremely explosive and revolutionary _Is there
in fact any country in the ,world where trade unions are less ineyltably
'
reformist or more potentially revolutionary?
As wasexpla!ned in "Looking Forward", the crisis of ap~rtheid and
capitalism in South Africa "will force the ruling class to mount greater and
greater attacks on the position ,of the workers, their jobs and their living
standards." (Page 12.) Our rul~ will be forced to "maintain and even
increase the intensity of the repression against the masses 'of our people. No
concessions or reforms of any real Significance can be offered to ease the
burden of the black workers and theirfamilies." (Page 13.)
Every serious economic clash in South Africa confronts the black workers
with the murderous state power of the enemy, and may thus pose sharply for
the workers the need for the conquest of state power. For revolutionaries
working in the trade unions, the economic struggle-presents opportunities at
every moment to educate and raise the consciousness of their fellow workers
about the political struggle; to extend a revolutionary underground base
beneath the open union structures; to campaign against -reformist
bureaucrats who control the unions from the top; and eventually, by
painstaking work, to transform the unions into organs of the workers' own
revolutionary struggle.
So direct and obvious is the link in South Africa between the economic
and political struggle, that reformist leaders are compelled (and will
increasingly be' compelled) to renounce the economic demands of the
workers-to 'water them down. depress wage claims, obstruct economic
strikes, stifle inner-union democracy, advance policies of appeasement
towards the' bosses and even (in some cases) engage in underhand
collaboration with the bosses, the labour department and the security police
against the workers.
The only firm platform for the economic struggle of the working class Is a
reyolutionary platform. The trade union movement can only fulfill its
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responsibility to the working class, and indeed to the whole of society, by
consciously linking the struggle for better wages and conditions' to the
revolutionary struggle for the overthrow of the apartheid regime and the
'
expropriation of the capitalist exploiters.
For revolutionaries to turn their ba(:kson the trade unions means to '
abandon these organisations to opportunist and reformist leadership. If
there is anything that needs explaining, it is not how revolutionaries can
work in the trade unions, but how'reformists have managed to maintain a
grip on the, black 'workers' unions in South Africa in these revolutionary
"
.
times.
The only basis on which it can be said that trade unions are 'inevitably'
reformist in South Africa. is if it is imagined that they must 'inevitably'
confine themselves to legal work. But that is precisely the question to which
SACTU is called upon to supply the practical answer!
Could reformists retain their grip on the trade union movement In South
Africa if we devoted every ounce of energy and determination to really
building SACTU as a reyolutionary underground organisation inside South Africa'? '

Imperialist influence on the trade union movement
At the present time'the efforts of the imperialist powers to frustrate the
revolutionary struggle in Soutnern Africa are being stepped up enormously.
The struggle in South Africa itself is more and more preoccupying the
attention of these powers, whose central aim is to keep our country' under
capitalist rule and thus subject to imperialist control and exploitation.
While great numbers of trade unionists in the imperialist countries are
rallying to the support of the oppressed workers and people of South Africa,
there are to be found in certain of the western trade union bodies elements
who actively further imperialist aims.
From these quarters a sustained campaign against SACTU is presently
being mounted.
At the root of this campaign is a hatred and fear of SACTU's
revolutionary principles - and policies-'the integral connection which
SACTU potentially represents between the workers' economic struggle and
the whole liberation movement. But, ironically, they dare not attack us on
the basis of these policies, which are overwhelmingly acceptable riot only to
black workers in South Africa but to broad layers of the rank and file of the
trade unions in their own countries.
Remaining silent on the subject of our policies, these elements proceed to
promote their own reformist policies among the trade union officials in
South Africa, oiling their way with large sums of money. Their aim is
precisely to bind the unions to a ',non-political' (!) course; to separate the
workers from the liberation movement; to confine the workers' struggle to
the most 'conservative economic demands.
What is tbe present thrust of their campaign against SACI'U? That we'
are doing nothinl' in South Afrlca~that' SACTU is a cliq~e of exUes.
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Regardless of the sources from which this now comes, we have to recognise
that this'is a very damnhig charge Indeed. Can it be effectively countered by
pointing to any concrete evidence that we are building our forces in South
Africa? Under clandestine conditions it is, of course, never possible to
provide details-but the extent of our activities and influence, our presence
or absence from the field of struggle, will always make itself visible by
indirect means.
One of the surest tests of the work oi any underground organisation is the
extent to which its sections abroad are clearly hi touch with the mood of the
masses, and the intricacies of various disputes and strikes. It is frankly
embarrassing to find that, in the case of almost every major workers' action
that occurs in South Africa. we know less about it than either the
international press or the reformists at the head of some of the trade union
.
bodies in the imperialist countries. .
. The result -of this is that, through our own deficiencies, we ate actually
supplying the politic~l ammunition for the imperialists to use ~gainst us.
Even more serious,bf course, than the charges which the international
agencies of trade union reformism fling against us, are their own unimped~d
activities in the trade union field in South Africa. The heightened interest
and intervention in South Africa by leading officials of bodies such as th,.
ICFTU and the AFL-CIO have as their aim to ward, off the danger ~f
revolution through the cultivation of reformist leadership and policies in the
black trade unions.
. .
We have. the re5ponsibiJi~ to see to it that these .efforts do not
sJ.lcceed-butwe can only do that If we are a,head of them in the field! Our
answer to them must be to organise, organise, organlse--~nd fight on that
basis until reformism and all opportunity for imperialist influence has been
rooted out of the workers' movement iD South Africa.

SACfU is vital to tbe victory of the workers' struggle ..
In pointing to our weaknesses and defic,iencii:s, I do not wish at all to
strike a negative note. The· workers of South Africa have never more
urgently needed a trade union organisation with the principles and policies
of SACTU than they do today. Our task is to build SACIU to answer that
need.
SACTU is the only organisation presently in existence and with a
tradition of working-class allegiance, which is capable of combining:
(a) national leadership and co-ordination of the workers' . struggle in the
trade union field on the basis of polici P " of non-racialism, workers' unity
and the genuine independence of the workers' movement
WITH
(b) the necessary building of underground organisation to sustain the trade
unions on a revolutionary course, and effectively link them to the whole
liberation struggle.
Despite the weakness of our own work over the past 15 years, our
organisation remains vitally important to the victory of the workers' struggle
and to the liberation of South Africa.
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THE POUUES OF SACfU

The

strength of SACTU and of "Workers' Unity" lies in our .basic
rinciples and policies. The established ~olic~es of SACf.U prOVIde. a
~ontinuing firm foundation for all the new sltuations which anse and wh1~h
our organiSation has to prepare itse~f to meet. ?ver th~ pa~t ~o y~ars m
"Workers'Unity". in numerous artlcles on vanous subjects.
.
• We ha~e shown the inseparable connection between the aparth~id
system and capitalism; between the oppression of the black WOrk1~g
people and their exploitation.'
.
• We have explained why the struggle against apa~eid is rooted. m
class struggle, and why freedom cannot be secured Without smash10g
....
·the power of the capitalist class. ..
• We have emphasised the leading role of the ~orking class m the
struggle for national liberation. and the central 1mportance of mass
struggle.
. .
.
"
ti .
• We have stressed the vital importance of workers org:uusa on m
South Africa on the basis of policies of wor~~rs' umty and the
independence of the trade unions.
'.
• We have stated SACfU'stask of working to build the necess!,~
underground foundation for a revolutionary trade union movement m
South A f r i c a . .
.
.
• We have affirmed the alliance between SACfU and the ANC.

Demands

as. bridges·to the revolution

In taking ·up the great social issues of unemployment, homelessn~s and
poverty, we have explained that these stem not only fro~ ~e oppress10n of
blacks under apartheid, .but fundamentally from the cap1talist system. Not a
slnlle serious and lasting Improyement ID the conditio... of We of the mall
of our people is pouible whUe this .y.tem remaiDl.
.
. .
We have therefore explained the revolutionary conclus10ns that must be
drawn from the daily hardships and suffering of our ~eople: . .
In advancing our demands, we have sought to build bnd~es, from. the
economic to the political, 'from the desire for reforms to a reahsat10n of t~e
necessity for revolution. Thus, our economic demands are formul~ted ~
uch a way that they clearly answer the concrete needs of the poople 1n therr
~ilY liv.es-but cannot be seCjlred in practice except tiu:ough the overthrow
of the apartheid regime and (becallse they come up agaiDIt the banters of
the capitalist system) on th~ basis of the ~aBlltioD to lOclalism.
.
.
By organising and strugghng on the basIS of these demands, the ~ass of
the workers will be drawn through experience towards revolut10nary
c-onsciousness and action ..
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For example, our wage demand combines two aspects. Firstly, it sets the
mitlimum wage ,at an entirely reasonable level of R50 a week for all
workers-approximately what the workers know they need to live a basically
decent and healthy life. This is impossible to achieve while capitalism has its
strangle-hold on the development of the South African economy. Secondly,
our wage, demand adds another element. It prepares the workers in advance
for the old trick of the.capitalist class under pressure-to raise wages and
then, in order to maintain profits, to eat the wage increase away again at the
first opportunity with higher prices. Therefore, the minimum wage demand
also insists that the bosses must agree to automatic future wage rises
whenever prices rise. This also completely undercuts the capitalist argument
that wage rises cause price rises.
In the few countries of the world where the ruling class agreed, during the
economic boom, to link wage rises automatically to price rises, they are now
engaged in serious struggles with the organised workers to.force a retreat
from this position. A demand by the workers for 'index-linking' is no
substitute for their own strength and action, but rather an important focus
for struggle and the development of revolutionary consciousness among the
workers.
Perhaps the clearest combination of concrete demands, formulated so as
to bring out their revolutionary character, which we have so far carried in
"Workers' Unity", is to be found on page 5 of Issue No., 9 (May 1978).
There we deal with a number of questions arising out of the negotiations
between the registered, unions .and the bosses in the metal industry over
wages and the job colour bar. The poUtlcaI impUcations of these demands
are obvious.
• F~r a national minimum wage of RSO for a 4O-hour week!
• For reasonable differentials in the wages of skilled workers, on a
single wage scale agreed among all the workers before any negotiations
with the bossesl No separate bargaining with the bosses by skilled
workers or by workers of different races!
• Automatic future increases for all workers, linked to price risesl
• Abolish all discrimination on the basis of race or
in jobs, wages
and working conditions I
.
• Equal pay for equal work!
• No redundancies! Work-sharing with no loss of pay!
• Technical training for all workers to be paid for by the employers!
Our approach has been to build our fighting demands as solid bridges to
the revolution. In practice, however, it will be impossible to develop or even
sustain this approach unIeu we are actinly involved In organising workers
and engaging ourselves in the struggles of their dally Uves. SACfU's set of
15 fighting demands will not endure like the tablets of Moses-they need to
be constantly updated; checked against the changes taking place in the
factories and townships, tested against the successes and failures of 'real

sex,

battles, and so on.
As things now stand, it is becoming increasingly difficult in "Workers'
Unity" to make a practical contribution, whether through general guidance
or the putting forward of specific demands, to any actual struggle involving
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workers in South Afnca. We simply lack the facts-and we shall not get the
'
facts until we are working on the.'ground.

Policies on tacdcs
Every bit as important as the formulation of our demands is the role
which we must play in providing answers and leadership in relation to the .
main tactical questions which arise in the workers' struggle. Again, w~have
to fight for revolutionary tactics-tactics leading the workers' movement
towards the eventual seizure of power-~8ainst the 'reformist tactics which
are put forward in order to frustrate this development.
Questions of tactics provide some of the most difficult and c~mplex
problems that.the .organised workers' movement has to deal with, because
correct tactics are generally impossible without the deepest and clearest
poHtlcal understanding. We cannot play our vital part in helping to resolve
these problems, and in providing and training tactinl leaderthlp in the
workers' everyday struggles,· if we remain on the sidelines or fail to commit
our full energies to the work at home,
Fundamental questions of how to organise and' how to ltruggIe whici).
confronted the trade union movement of the black workers.in the 'early
1960s. with the systematic repression in the aftermath of Sharpeville,
remain UDanawered 10 practice- to. this day.
With the resurgence of ope", trade union organisation among African
workers since 1972, a whole number of important tactical (or even, in some
cases, str~tegical) questions arose, Anyone who has been active in the field
during this period knows the intense discUssions and debates-many of
them stilI not entirely resolved-wlUch have taken place among those
. concerned,
Here are justa few examples of.questions whlch had to be answered:
,Whether the organisation of African workers under the present repressive
conditions should take the form of public and open trade unions, seeking
the tolerance of the law. If so,whether the unions. should be built on an
industrial basis; or rather ~ general unions with an industrial
sub-structure.
.
What the policy should be towards the government's works committee
system. Whether works .committees, like liaison committees, shoUld be
totally boycotted. Or whether the policy should be to make use of the cover
of works committees, as ~leCted bo~ies of workers alone, in order to
safeguard the work of activists in laying democratic foundations for trade
unions. How changing conditions' in different areas have affected these
tactics,
.
'
H.. SACfU ever fully cODsldered and taken poUcy declslOlll on these
queationa?'
.
In the struggle at home, of course, many other and more difficult
questions ,have also arisen:
• What emphasis should be given to. education and training, including
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police.
• Lessons which we' can learn from the experience of the workers'
struggle in other countries, especially under extreme repression, such
as in Spain under the dictatorship of Franco.
• The signifi,.cance of the general strike in our revolutionary struggle in
South Africa. Its strengths and limitations. Precisely what kind of
organisation and mobilisation is nece~sary to support such action.
• The. role in the struggle to be pll!.yed by occupations of factories and in
what circumstances. How we envisage the mass movement of the
workers developing to the point where seizures of mines, f~ctorjes and .
farms becomes possible.
.
• How ':Ne envisage the arming of the organised workers. eventually .to
take place. What our views are on the circumstances in which it is
tactically correct for workers organised in trade unions to resort to force
of arms in tlJ.e course of strikes and other struggles,' and in what
~ircumstances this is likely to be tactically incorrect and self-defeating~
• The role wliich the trade' unions . should play in the eventual
insurrection and armed seizure of state power.
. These and similar questions will have to be tackled if·SACTU's work of

,bu~ldi1l-g an underground trade union organisation and leadership is to be

senously undertaken and carried to its conchision. Of courSe, for the most
part, such questions cannot be answered in the abstract, or purely
theoretically. It is only by appl¥ing our policies and method in the course of
practical. work that these questions can be properly resolved to the
.
.
.
advantage of the whole struggle.'
E:en, it seems' to me, our tactics in regard to such a relatively
straight-forward matter as the Wiehahn Commission, and our policy ,
towards FOSATU (the new trade union federation in the arena of legal
work), can only be fully worked out from the vantage point of active
..'
engagement in the organisation of workers. .
The Wiehahn Commission, and the legislation which follows it will
almost certainly lead to a major crjsis 'for ~he independent unions: Will
SACTU be prepared to meetthat crisis in the field of organisation at home?
Will we be ready for the next wave of industrial strikes, like Natal 1973?
Will we be ready for the next general strike and the next Soweto uprising?
As was said in the 1978 Political Report ("Looking Forward", page 23):
"The South African struggle has entered a period of tumult in which every
organisation-trade union and political-will be put to the severest test.
Events will fall like a sledgehammer on those which fail to measure up."
History has so far dealt us no final blows. But every day developments at·
home are preparing to confront SACTU with test after serious test. .

, If "Workers' Unity" Is to progress, If SACTU is to fu1fiI Its potential and
play its vitally important role in the revolutionary struggle of the worken of·
South Africa, . 99% of our energies, time and resources wiU have to be
devoted to 11 single tuk: THE BUILDING OF SACTU WITHIN SOUTH
AFRICA.
.
.

No turning back!
. We have very big tasks, .and the comrades on the NE~ w.ho lead SACTU
. have a very big responsibility. To gear our whole orgarusation for the tasks
at home wi1l not; I believe, be accomplished without a struggle. In our own
ranks we will have to overcome the tendency to confine SACfU to the
comfort of a diplomatic role in exile. There is the tendency, referred to
earlier, to minimise and subordinate SACT.U'.S (ole in .the
~volution-a tendency bound up with the misconceptIOns and confUSIOns
about trade union work which have already been described.
If we are to be frank about it, even on the Editorial Board of "Workers'
Unity~', it has been necessary over the past year or more to wage ~. strug~le
in order to defend the line of the paper and of the green pamphlet, Looklng
Forward", against a tendency to dilute it and reverse it.
. - There are comrades who would prefer uS not to speak so clearly about ~e
working class, about its tasks, its leading. role and the need fo~ lts
independent organisation. They seek to separate the stru~e for natlOnal
liberation from the struggle against capitalist exploitatIOn. They. say
SACrU is against the capitalists, but not against capitalism! SACfU has
never stood for socialism, they say, despite the fact that our Cons~tutlon
ItseH. (in the carefully chosen legal language of the 1950s) proclalms the
"ultimate objective of complete emancipation."
'. .
In recent weeks it has even been necessary to struggle on the Edltonal
Board for approval to include in ~'Workers' Unity" a dema!ld for an ~n~ to
first-class second-class and third-class carriages on the railways! ThiS lS a
symptom 'of the obstacles we now face in trying to defe~d ~nd develop the
revolutionary working-class standpoint of SACTU lfi the pages. of
"Workers' U n i t y " . .
. .
.
Comrades there must be no turning b.ack. The clear pnnclples and baSIC
policies of S'ACTU. so well set out in our Cons~i~tion, ha~ .more than·
stood the test of time. The application of these pohcles and pnnclples to the
present situation, in the first year of "Workers' Unity""and in the General
Secretary's Political Report of 1978 ("Looking Forward ), has already been
fully endorsed by the NEC at its meeting last year.
.
Since then "Worken' Unity" has maintained and expounded t~e same
buic approach. There is room for improvement-yes, conslderable
improvement of the kind already described-but its basic lines have been
correct. Let us go forward together on these lines with a clear lead from the
NEC.
h
The acid test of all our words will be provided by the workers at. o~e, as
we tackle the task of rebuilding SACfU as an underground orgamsatlOn in
the mainstream of the mass movement.
'
Robert Petersen
Editor of "Worken' Unity"
London

8 April 1979
S3
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LETTER'TO NEe FROM THE
,DISMISSED EDITOR (17.7.7,)
(Copies to the Secretariat and to
other SACTU formations with responsibility ,
for work.)
,
,

Comrades,
My dismissal as Editor of "Workers' Unity" by the NEC, at its April
meeting in Dar es Salaam, is of very little personal significance. I have
always been willing to make my contribution to the workers' struggle in any
capacity.
. '
This dismissal is, however, of considerable political; slpiflcancebecause it indicates a turn by 'the leadership away from the revolutionary
.working-class standpoint and the tasks which SACTU has put forward over
,
the past period.
For, the past 3 months these, matters' have been hidden from the
rank-and-file members and supporters of SACTU and from the working
class at large, even though nothing less than our entire future conduct of'the
struggle is at stake. This cannot be allowed to continue. I am writing this
letter in the hope that the vitally necessary discussion in our ranks, which is
already long overdue, may be set in motion.
To understand cle~rly why the present situation has arisen, i~ is ~ecessarY '
to look at the development of "Workers' Unity" during the past 2% years
and the growth of the political struggle in SACTU over its political line. '
I was the editor of "Workers' Unity" from the time we launched it at ~e
end-of 1976 until. the 14th issue. (March 1979)~ During the period of the
tremendous upheavals at home, after the Soweto events ofJune 1976; when
_ the black working class, young and old, were on the march, it was possible
to put forward in "Workers' Unity"-with the 1IIIllIlIm0us CODJeDt of the
Editorial Board-a clear revolutionary working-class position against
national' oppression and capitalist exploitation. This was fully consistent
with the principles of SACTU laid down in our Constitution nearly 25 years
ago.
The first 6 issues of "Workers' Unity" were whole-heartedly endorsed by
'the NEC at its meeting in January 1978. At the same meeting, the policy
statement in the pamphlet, "Looking Forward", which expounds the same
revolutionary ideas! was adopted unanimously.
'

However, as time passed, with a temporary lull affecting the black
workers' struggle at home, right-wing and anti-working-class pressures
began to reassert themselves _forcefully in exile_ Whispering campaigns
began against "Workers' Unity", denouncing its militant worken'P?int,of
view.
The right wing wish to limit our movement to an 'anti·apartheid' struggle,
and refuse to del-elop the crucial link, through the OrlaDllation aDd
mobill..tion of the ·working ciass, between the IItrug&le for national
liberation and the struggle' for, locialilm. The right-wing represents
middle-class interests against the interests of the workers.
'
Regrettably, these right-wing pressures also found an echo in SAcrU and
on the Editorial Boa,rd of "Workers' Unity" ..
From early in 1978, mounting attempts were made to force the paper to
retreat from its established political line, to abandon the standpoint set out
in "Looking Forward". and to hold "Workers' Unity" back from tackling
the burning issues of the practical struggle of fue oppressed workers at
home.
,
.
It became necessary for comrades who stood by the original ideas, to wage,
a struggle on the Editorial Board to defend the paper. The c;ontinuation of
. the original line of "Workers' Unity", more or less intact,
to the 14th
issue, was only made possible by a determined struggle against the
proposals, and obstructions of the right wing.-

up

,

,

.

One of the things which increased the displeasure of the right wing over
"Workers' Unity" was the fact that the ideas which the paper put forward,
awakened such a strong response among supporters of SAcrU, both in
South Africa and also in the trade ,unions and solidarity organisations
abroad.
- The leadership of ~AcrU-in-exile has always welcomed diplomatic and
financial support, But the support aroused by "Workers' Unity" was more
than diplomatic-it was active IUpport; rank-and-fiIe IUpport in the
intemationallabo~r movement; posidYe IUpport for our Idea and a desire
, to see SACTU put Into effect at home the policies and the practical tasks
which "Workers' Unity" proclaimed.
'
'The more campaigns wereofganised to support SAcrU on the basis of
the policies put forward in "Workers' Unity", the more expectations were
raised among our supporters and 'the 'more questions came to' be asked
about the progress made by the leadership in building SACTU in South
Africa,
The questions .,ked of SACI'U abroad are only a ,mall reflection of tbe
burning questions In the minds of tbe clasa-coDlCiow worken who read
"Worken' Unity" at home.
'
Increasingly, the leadership was brought face to face with vital questions
about its intentions •. and vital choices affecting the future of SACTU itself.
Either SACfUhad to be developed In.lde South AfrIca to fulfil its pott;ntial
as a revolutionary trade union-an independent worken' organisation
linked to the liberation struggle-or its credibility would more and more be
called "into question before the workers of South Africa and of the world.
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"Work~rs' Unity" -by its analysis. by its demands, b,y the practical tasks it .
put forward-was casting a spotlight upon SACI1J Itself.

,

nie revolutionary road ahead was clear: SACTU had to brea~ with the
passivity of the past 15 years in e~ile and begin seriously to organise, among
the workers of South Africa.
-'
I
f tbe
But to the right wing, who fear the lndepeD~n~ or,ga~5&t,~n 0
,
workln class, the alternative was to remove the ~fa:tion. o! - Wor~~rs
Unity"~bY taking'it under their control, and revers~g Its .on~nal p~c~
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the political struggle of the past y~r. Their lD;en~on 15 to ace
P
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.
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,
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' hose ideas cannot stand ~p to open
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f "W k • Unity" by means 0 a
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, '
,
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,
This meeting was agreed to, bId never b e l d " .
'
., ,
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°
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premature!
On the Editorial Board the debates had become increasingly intense, and
deadlock ~epeatedly arose over crucial political issues. I· was accused
!?gether ~Ith. ~n~~ "'r comrade on'the Editorial Board, of always wantin~
.' Workers Unity to put forward Marxist ideas! Yes, precisely-because It
is oo1y on the basis of the scientific Ideas of MarXIsm and under Manlst
le~"hip, tlhlt the wo~kenj movement In South Airi::' can be victClrioul.
By the early part of this year, the right wing were making it clear that they
ex~~~~ the April NEe meeting to "resolve" the deadlock over "Workers'
Uwty '. For my part, I hoped that this might· be done by the NEC
conducting a full discussion, throughout the ranks of SACfU and
thorough study of all the issues involved-so that our work could be take:
forward.
But t~e anti-Marxist right wing on the EditorialBoard and among the
leaders?ip of SACfU had a different outco~e in mind. They were
de,termmed to have me removed as Editor of "Workers' Unity". They saw
th~ ~s a necessary step to be able to take the paPer finnly under their own
politlcal control.
' .
The NEe h~ cIeaied. the way for the right w.q to do Just that. The
consequence will b~ to stifle the independent workers' voice with which the
paper ha,s spoken In the past.

,I shall leave .aside the fact that the NEC dismissed me in my absence
wlth?ut a heanng. ~nd wit.bout informing me in advance' that it was t~
conslde~ any compla~t a~":ln~t me or any proposal to remove me. I shall
leave aSide, t~, the mabillty of the Secretariat to secure my clearance to
enter. Tanzama, so that I was convenienUy prevented from attending the
meeting.·
.
Tbe Important I~ua are the political ona":'~nd they inv~lve no~ less
than the future of our organisation and its role in the workers' struggle.
r sent a m~morandum to the NEC raising for its consideration vital
~atters of ~hcy, strategy and tactics, on which all the political differences
lb SACTU hinge and on which the future of SACfU itself depends.
R~fu.lng formally e,en to coOllder the memorandum, the NEe raoh'ed
to dllmJaa me from my poIt. I was also removed from the Editorial Board.
The NEC can ~em~ve m~ as an individual, but it cannot remove SACTU
from the very senous questions and problems facing it-if it is to take up its'
tas~ and duty of ?rganisiog the workers at home. The desire of the NEC to
aVOid the~ qu~stions, ~d to turn its back on these problems and tasks, is
shown ~Y ,l,ts failure to glV~ me reaIOns for my dismissal-other than to say
;T~b." you were puttmg forward policies which were not those of
.. What ~olici~:, And where am I said to have put them fo~ard? In
Workers Umty over the past 2V2 years? In my memorandum to the
NEC?
.
.
On these questions th~' NEe maintains a stony silence-despite the fact
that nearly 3 months have now elapsed since my dismissal and despite my
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repeated written requests to the NEC during this period.
I have asked for the reasons to be specified in writing, not for my personal
satisfaction, but because. the issues raised by "Workers' Unity" and by
"Looking Forward",· and which are elaborated in the memorandum, are
very important matters for the whole of SACTU. and indeed for the whole.
working-class movement in South Africa to consider and debate.
. As for my own politics, I repeat what I have written to the NEC before: I
stand for the principles set out in the Constitution of SACTU; for the
SACTO policy statement in the pamphlet, "Looking Forward"; and for the
line expressed in the first 14 issues of "Workers' Unity", the oHicial organ
of SACTU. I stand, furthermore, for the ideas in the memorandum whlt;:hI
submitted to the NEC on 8 April.
If, as I believe, the leadership of SACTU-in-exile is now turning its back
on the principles and policies set out in the Constitution, in those 14 issues
of "Workers' Unity" and in "Looking Forward"-and is instead now
dictated in its course by
disastrous. policies of the right wing-this
cannot be allowed to occur without foil discussion throughout our ranks and
WITHOUT THE FULL IMPLICATIONS BEING BROUGHT HOME TO
THE WORKERS' MOVEMENT.
.
By refusing to spell out the precise political reasons for my dismissal, the
leadership hopes to prevent discussion ~nd to carry through its right turn
behind the backs of tbe worken aod supporten of SACIU. Surely this is a
situation which is wholly unacceptable in an organisation basing itself on
the principles of working-class democracy?
.
I would be failing
my revolutionary duty, and in my loyalty to the.
working class and to SACfU itself, if I knowingly allowed such a thing
pass in silence. The situation is made all the more urgent by the crisis facing
the trade union movement in South Africa in the wake of the Wiehahn
Commission, and the eSsential tasks of SACTU at home among the workers
at the preSent time.
.
These are added reasons for me to associate myself with the statement
made· today to the . NEe by members of the SACT.U Technical
Sub-Committee in London-which I have also signe<;1.

the

m

to.

Fraternally in the struggle,
Robert Petersen
.(Formerly Editor of "Workers' Unity")
London
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LETTER TO NEC FROM
MEMBERS OF SACTU
TECHNICAL
SUB-COMMITTEE (17.7.79)
(Copies to the Secretariat and to·
other SACTU formations with responsibility
for work.>.

Comrades,
We have, over the past few days, been informed oUhe decision' of the
NEC (London) to close down the Technical Sub· Committee which was
established only six months ago. We have been told that the reason given by
the NECJor its decision is that, with the expanding work of SACTU, the
contribution of the committ~ is no longer required.
We are deeply disturbed by this decision. It has been made and
communicated to us in an arbitrary way, without discussion, so that it is
only through. this letter that we are abl~ to express ouI: views on it. We are
also disturbed by the reasons put forward by the NEC for closing down the
committee. Growing demands are being place4 on SACTU in the carrying
. forward of its work at home and abroad, and this pressure of work requires
the drawing in of more, not fewer, activists to assist'in this work. When the
committee was closed down, its members were involved in a number· of
.
ongoing projects and its work was eXi>anding. "
. In communicating its decision to dissolve the committee, the NEC has
thanked us for our work. We appreciate these thanks, but at the same time
we wish to make it clear that our commitment to this work is a commitment
to carrying forward the tasks ofSACTU at home and abroad .. Progress in
this direction is the reward we seek. It is for this reason that we are
protesting at the decision to close down the committee, and at the
explanation given for it by the NEL ..
Our experience during the life of the committee has raised numerous
questions in our minds. These questions are greatly reinforced· by the
arbitrary action of the NEC. We are left with the impression, to be blunt.
that the closing of the cOlJlmittee is a deUberate poUtical .ct to stifle debate
in SACTU on vital issues facing the organisation and the workers'
movement. We will explain what we mean by this.
The Technical Sub-Committee was set up by the NEC in January this year
as a working committee to help co·ordinate SACfU's expanding work. The
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committee consisted, not of SACTU office-bearers, but of SAC,"'fU activists,
many with recent practical experience in the workers' movement in South
Africa. Most had, during their time in Britain, addressed envelopes, licked
stamps, distributed· "Workers' Unity"; undertaken research and the
preparation of memoranda, helped in administrative work, addresse<l
meetings, etc.
..
.
,
.
Ontil six months ago,· such work for SACTU had been conducted in an
isolated and ad hoc manner, The comrades involved'had no access to ap.y
forum within SACTU to discuss the work they had been assigned and how it
fitted into the work of the organisation as a whole, or the general policies of
SACfU and their own ideas on them. One comrade, fo~ examp~e, wrap~d,
stamped, and despatched "Workers' Unity" for two years wdhout ~mg
included in .any SACfU group or committee, before the Techmcal
Sub.Committee was finally created. It was largely in response to the
frequently expressed desire by such. comrades for proper integration in~o. the
work of SACTU that the committee was formed.
Most comrades drawn into SACTU here during the recent period,
devoted themselves with enthusiasm to the work particularly because of the
potential development of SACfU reflected in the re-emergence. of
"Workers'·UnitJ", and in the content of that paper. For over two.~ears
"Workers' Unity", as the official organ of SACTU, took a.militant
working.class and anti-capitalist ap~roac~ to t~e struggle ag:un~t t~e
apartheid regime. In addressing questions of w,ork~g-class organISation. m
the country, "Workers' Unity" was confrontmg lssues and tasks w~ch
many had felt were long overdue for SACTU to take up. On the committee
there were many staunch defenders and supporters of the line developed in
"Workers' ·Unity'· (and in "Looking Forward", which took up the same
position).
.
' .
At the first of the fortnightly meetings of the committee, the General
, Secretary outlined its functions: to help with the diStribution of "Workers'
Unity", with research, memoranda a~d back8':0und briefin~s, ~nd with
speaking engagements. It was to be mvolved ID the co"ordm.ahon .of a
solidarity campaign within the British trade union movement, mvolvmg a
considerable increase in the number of speaking engagements for SACTU.
But from the start, limits were placed on the cbarlK!ter of the Technical
Sub-Committee which restricted its potential to contribute in· the most
effective manner to the tasks of SACTU as a whole.
'
The proposal by some members of the committee that it.s office-bearers
should be democratically elected was over-ruled: the commlttee was forced
to accept the decision JJy the NEC to appoint the Convenor a~d Secretary.
'The committee's decision-making powers within the sphere of lts own work
were never defined. It was hampered by the all too rare attendance o~ NEC
members at its meetings, and by the absence of reports from the office on
.the progress of SACI'U's general work. However. despite. these u~necessary
difficult~i>, the wl).ole committee was committed to carrymg out Its w.ork as
best it could. ,.:!"
'. .
..
The committee felt that an indispensible part of its work must be poli~~al
discussion of the vital issues facing the work~rs' movement,and the policles
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was repeated at fortnightly intervals. When the committee was dissolved,
this request had still not been answered. During the period of its existence,
the committee was never given an explanation for the Editor's dismissal, or
told what policies he was dismissed for putting forward.
The uncertainty that ~as ~aisedin the ranks of SACfU by the dismissal
of the Editor, and the apparent refusal of the NEC to justify, explain or even
discuss it, was sharply thrown up over the issue of speaking on public
platforms for SACfU. The intensified solidarity campaign was leading to a
rapid increase in the demandior speakers-~metiriJ.es four engagements on
. a single day. These speakers were expected to put forward clearly SACfU
policy on a wide range·of questions. Those "f us committed to the positions
of "Workers' Unity'.', "Looking Forward", and the memorandum, wanted
to know if we could_ continue to speak on this basis on public platforms.
While we waited in vain for the NEC to clarify the political issues, the Editor
was in fact prevented from speaking at a trade union solidarity meeting for
SACfU. (This meeting was actually cancelled because no SACfU speaker
other than the Editor was available.)
This pI!lced a question mark over all those who agreed with the political
views.oUhe Editor. The committee was divided on how to approach this.
But, while speaking engagements continued to pour in, the NEC never
clarified this. question.
At the time the committee was closed down, every one of these requests by·
the committee for meetings with NEC members-on its work, on Wiehahn,
on ,the dismissal of the Editor, on the political direction of
SACfU-remalned unanswered. The last request for an a~wer was made
by the Secretary of the committee to the General Secretary over the phone
on Monday 9 July. He replied that the NEe was at that moment meequg,.
and that the issue would be raised. What he did not say was that the letter
. dissolving the Technical Sub-Committee had already been written, and
must indeed have already been sitting on the Convenor's desk!
How, given this series of events, is it possible to aecept that the committee
has been closed down because the expanding work of SACfU no longer
requires its contribution? This reason is ridiculous. It must surely have been
given to conceal some other reason. Our experience on the committee forces
, us to the conclusion that the NEC has dissolved the committee because it is
unwilling to discuss the issues that have been raised-all central to our work
and to the workers' struggle.
The NEC has recently issued a statement on the Wiehahn Commission.
This statement represents a: fundamental departure from the IlPproach put
forward in "LookihgForward" and in issues 12 and 13 of "Workers'
Unity", and gives no clear lead to the workers struggling in the country.
This, together with the dismissal of the Editor of "Workers' Unity",
indicates to us that a rightward shift in the position of the SACfU
leadership is taking place-a shift which is being effeCted without reference
to or regard for the rank-and-file activists of the organisation. The removal
of the Editor was the first open sign of this change, but his dismissal proved
insufficient to effect a smooth change of policy. A furthex: obstacle presented
itself. A layer of activists, committed to working-class unity and
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independence, t;he fundamental J>r41ciple~ of SAcrU, also had to be
silenced." This, we believe, is the real reason "for closing down the Technical
Sub·Committee.
: '
Since political differences exiSt within the ranks of our organisation over
its future course and the manner in which it is to be built, it is vital that
these are openly and fully discussed, in accordance with the dSJDocratic
traditions, which belong to the workers' movement. Our revolutionary duty
requires uS to' continue the struggle for a clear and consistent working-class
position in SACTU. We' are committed to continuing the work needed to, ,
, build SAcru as a revolutionary trade union organisation in whatever ways
may ,be left open to us.
'
We protest against the closure of the Technical Sub-Committee and we
;call for its immediate re-instatement, as' wen as the re-instatement 'of the
Editor of "Workers' Unity". At the same time we call on the comrades of
the NEC to open a full, free and democratic discussion throughout the ranks
of SACI'U (at home and abroad) on the political iSsues raised in the
memorandum of the Editor, and to circulate this memorandum together
with the NEe's position on it. We call on the NEC also to open up a
discussion of the same kind on the Wiehahn and Rickert strategy of the
ruling class, its implications, and how it is to })c, fought.
So vital do'we consider these issues, 'and &0 enormous the consequences,
for SACTU if they are not clarified and resolved, that if the NEC refuses to
, open up this debate, we shall have no option but to do so ourselves. We
therefore eaU on the comrades 'of the .NEe, within the next two weeks, to
undertake to open these discussions. Failing'this, we shall be compened, on
our own initiative, to place the issues before the rank-and-file members and
supporters of SACTU. and before the oppressed workers of South
Africa-who must be the final judge. *

,PART TWO

Fraternally in the struggle,
Peter Collins
Paula Ensor
David Hemson
Martin Legassick
Robert Petersen
London

• No reply was received .
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LETTER FROM THE RPC
OF THE ANC (26.19.79).
This letter was received by each of th! foIll7>Ving comrades:

PauIa Ensor
David Hemson
Martin Legassick
Robert Petersen
.re: Suspension from all ANC ActiYitiei and Units
It has come to the attention of the Regional Political Committee (RPC) that
you are a signatory to a Document entitled "The Workers' Movement and
SACfU-a Struggle for Marxist Policies".

After careful consideration of this Document the RPC has concluded that
you have seriously breached the code of conduct governing membership of
.
the ANC in that:
a) as you are undoubtedly aware all members are obliged to
raise whatever disagreements they may have with our
movement's policies within our ranks to seek the resolution of .
such disagreements within the established structures of our
movement. This you have not done;
b) instead you, together with the other signatories, have seen
it fit to attack the policies and leadership of the revolutionary
alliance led by the ANC in public and have thereby sought to
weaken the position of our movement among the general
public at home and abroad;

c) you have therefore announced yourselves as an organised
faction within our movement, with your own independent
organised existence and your own political perspectives.
In view of this the RPC suspends you forthwith from all activities and units
. in which you have hitherto participated and has now referred the matter to
. the NEC of the ANC for further consideration.

Y. :z;ungu
Chief Representative
& Chairman of the RPC.
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LETTER TO 'RPC (UK)
OF THE ANC FROM FOUR
SUSPENDED MEMBERS
(27.12.79)
Comrade Y Zungu
Chief Representative of the ANC
and Chairman of the Regional Political
Committee (UK)
For attention of the Regional PoUtical

Committee

Comrades,
Re: Our luspeusion from all ANC activitiel and unit.
We have received your letter of 26 October with feelings of great
disappointment and sadness. We believe that the decision of the Regional
Political Committee (UK) to suspend us from all activities and units of the
ANC, and to refer the matter to the NEC for "further consideration", is
politically very wrong. It will do great harm to our movement as a whole and
to the ANC.
. To begin with, the suspension violates the ANC Constitution. Qause 23
(c) of the Constitution states: "Before any disciplinary action is taken
against any member... ,such member... lhaII, in the absence of
extraordinary circumstances justifying the contrary, be given an opportunity
to appear before the relevant tribunal and there' admit, deny or otherwise
account for the conduct complained of." (Our emphasis). Suspension is
specifically included in the "disciplinary action" referred to. The "tribunal"
to which the clause refers is the Committee making the suspension-that is
to say, in this case, the RPC.
All the Committees empowered to take disciplinary action in terms of the
ANC Constitution are, in principle, eleeted bodies. The RPC in the UK,
unlike its .counterparts elsewhere, is for some reason not elected. But, even
assuming the power of the RPC to take disciplinary action against ANC
members, there can be no justification for its acti<;>n in ordering our
suspension without first giving us a hearing.
Moreover, Qause 23 (e) of .the Constitution states: "When a member is
suspended, the committee suspending him shall state the period and
conditiODl of such suspension." (Our emphasis). This was not done~
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. The RPC's action in suspendipg· us is, for these reasons, plainly
unconstitutional. As re~ently as Ianuary 1979, "Sechilba", the official organ
of theANC, rep~nted in full the ANC Constituijon. The RPC must be fully
aware of the provisions of the CODstitutiontowhicb we refer; but has chosen
to ignore them. We call for. the immediate lifting of the luapenHoDS.
The RPC's disregard of the constitutional rights of ANC members is a
. serious matter-but more serious .stW are the political errors which it has
.. ,
committed in taking,this action against us:
Comrades of the RPC: our 'crime' in your eyes is th~t we are signatories
to a document entitled "The Workers' Movement and SACTU-a Struggle
for ~~rxist.Policies". Actually, the document
such has no signatories;

as

but It IS qUite true that, together with other comrades, we prOduced the
'"
document concerned and our names appear within it. ' '
What is this document? It is the end result of a long political struggle
. within the ranks of SACTU over the whole future course o(a"evelopment of
that organisation. In that struggle we h~ve argued:
• That the cornerstone of SAcrU's approach to the revolution
',must be the recognition that neither economic gains, nor
national liberation, nor democracy can be secured for the
black workers on the basis of capitalism, but only through an
uninterrupted'struggle to overthtowcapitalism and begin the
' '
building of socialism. \
• That the black working class is the only social force capable
of leading this revolutionary struggle in the interests of all the
oppressed, and, to undertake this task, must be organised first
and foremost as workers.
'
'. That the workers must .be mobilised with the aim, at the
decisive point, of defeating the armed force of the state with
the revolutionary armed force of the mass movement.
• That the path to this goal lies in giving clear priority to
building organs of mass struggle, so that at every point the
politics of the mass struggle exercise command over the gun
and the bomb.
These are the political ideas for w.hich we have fought in SACI'U. These,
we believe, are the only. ideas on which SACTU can be built as a
, revolutionary underground trade union organisation in Sou~~frica.
, What are your charges igainst us? Your first charge is that we failed "to
seek the resolution" of disagreements "within the established structures of
ou ... movement". This charge is wrong, both factually and politically.
As our document clearly shows, we repeatedly raised our 'concerns within
the chanoels of SACTU and called for discussion of them to take pla:ce. But
we were denied access to any "established structures" within SACTU fQr a
democratic resol,ution of the issueS raised. It was this fact, and only this,
which compelled us reluctantly and after serious consideration to produce
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and cirCUlate our document within SACTU, among wQrkers, and among
sympathisers in the struggle. Had we remained silent, no democratic
discussion whatsoever on the crucial is5ues facing SACTU could have taken
place.
,
'
.
;
.
. .
Surely this fact alone disposes of the fIrst charge agamst us. Or 15. It
possible that something more is. meant by it? Are we charge~, ~,rhaps,. With
failing to seek the resolution of differences In SACfU by USing established
structures" of the ANC? If so, the charge is based on a non-existent 'rule'
which would imply the power of ANC bodies to dictate to SAcrU ~d to
every organisation which may be allied with the ANC. Is this what you seek
. .
to do?
There is a very important principle ~hich has cOI?e to beaccept~d 1tt the
revolution~ struggle of the working class, 10 South ,Africa and
internationally. This is ,that worken' organ1satlons must be indepeDdeDt.of
control by other classes and their organisations .
The ANC is not, and has never claimed to be, a workers' organisation,
but rather to represent a broad combination of oppressed people with
different class interests. Within the ANC, working-class and middle-class
interests struggle for dominance. Des'pite the fact that the ANC
acknowledges, in some of its policy statements, the leading role of the
working class in the South African revolution, there are many within the
ANC who wish to push the working class into a second8!Y role, who wish to
hold the workers back from realising their class interests, and who wish to
restrict the aims of our movement by separating the struggle for national
liberation from the struggle for socialism. For these reasOns, it is ne~ssary
for workers' organisations in South ·Africa, while struggling in or together
with the ANC, to maintain at the same time their own independence of it.
. Indeed, even between a worke~' party and a trade union, there ought to
remain a relationship of autonomy. Revolutionary political parties and
tendencies of the working class; while fighting. delI)ocratically for their
ideas, policies and influence within the trade unions, ought nev~ to attem~t
bureaucratically or by manipulation 'to subor~te the trade umons to lh,ear
, command. These principles are, we believe, an essential part of the genume
heritage of Marxism, confirmed through the experience of succeeding.
generations of the worid working·class movement.
Because, as it is' presently constituted, the ANC is an organisation
combining different and conflicting class interests, it ls doubly necessary
that the independence of SAcrU, as a worken' trade union organlsadoo,
should be respected .. SACIU is allied with the ANC •. It should not be
subordinate to the ANC. '
It would have been entirely wrong if we, when the channels for di5cussion
through SAcrU committees were arbitrarily closed to us, had proceeded to
fight out the particular issues-the question of the role, strategy and
direction of SAcrU-through ANC units and committees. We would then
rightly have been accused of seeking to make the ANC a court of appeal over
the SACTU leadersbip; Thus the oaIy correct and responsible course open
to us was to produce the document of which you now complain.
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In contrast, your action against us sets an extremely dange(ous precedent
,"
,
for the future.
In time, will ANC committees claim the right also to intervene, for
instance, in political Struggles within the SA Communist Party, and to
suspend from ANC membenhlp those of the Communist Party rank and file
who may give voice to differences with the leadership of the Party?
In passing, we would like to note that among the key memben of the RPC
are the very same'right-wing individuals Who, through their positions in
SACTU. took the lead in suppressing our democratic rights and in closing
down an "established Structure" of SAcrU in order to prevent the
discussion of vital issues, Comrades, this charge-that we "failed" to use,
"the established structures of our movement" to air differences-rests
uneasily on your lipsl
-Your second charge is that, in producing the docume'nt, we have sought
to "weaken the position of our movement among the general public at home
and abroad," This accusation is a disgraceful slander. The purpose of the
document, as anyone who reads it can ,see, is exactly the opposite. It defends
in painstaking detail the Marxist policies and strategy which we believe to be
essential if SAcrU is to play its part in helping to make oar movement
victOrious.
_
_
In a D.J.easured, comradely and constructive tone, in a manner entirely free
of personal attacks, with scrupulous attention to security, we have put
forward our view of what is vit~ly needed to gain strength, to gain public
support, and above all to win the mass of the workers' movement at home to
the trade union banner of SACTU, There is not a 'word in the document
which could give the slightest comfort to the enemies of our movement. On
the contrary, it advances policies which would ensure the elimination of the
enemy's power, root and branch, from South Africa.'Jt explains, in fact, the
need to arm the masses, headed by the organised workers,to overthrow the
' apartheid regime and the power of the capitalists which the regime sustains,
How can this be intended to "weaken the position of our movement"?
Your third charge is that We constitute "an organised faction". Wbat in
fact links us together, and with many other comrades in our movement at
, home and abroad, is the Ideas which we share, As our document Shows, we
make no secret of these ideas. We believe they are an essential part of what
is needed to equip Our movement to secure its eventual victory. .
Differences always arise in organisations, and no less so in revolutionary
organisations. It is quite correct in general that the hardening of differences,
into organised factions, where this is unnecessary or avoidable, is not a
development to be encouraged. But even in a revolutionary workers'
orgaitisation, the overcoming of factiQns is a matter for skilled, responsive
and convincing leadership and never 'a matter for arbitrary prohibition.
How much more. is this true :within the ANC, an organisation in which
there exists a wide variety of ideological tendencies, reflecting the interests
and the pressures of different dUIC8 among our peoplel We believe that
members of the ANC must have the right to campaign for their

revolutionary ideas, both individu8ny and in an organised way if they so
choose. From the standpoint of the workers who are me~bers or support~rs
f the ANC it is absolutely esse~tial that those groupmgs and tendenCies
to promote workers' interests within
through, the
should
have the fullest possible freedom to campaign for. ~err own. Ideas on
policies, strategy and tactics. Any unreasonable restriction o! thiS .fr~edom
can only have the effect of stifling democracy and str~ngthenmg ~lthin th~
ANC, especially in exile, the hold ~f the t?ght:wmg and middle-class
elements whose aims and interests are m conflIct WIth ~ose of th~ wo~kers,
The democratic rights of members do not contradict the .necessIty of
discipline in action against -the enemy. In fact, the expenence of all
revolutionary-movements shows that without democracy there can be no
effective discipline in action. ':
. . .
.
The harmonious combination of democ~acy and dlSclp~tne-which can,
only find its complete expres~ion ~. a revolutionary w~rk~rs
or anisation-is democratic cent(altsm. This IS the method of orgarusation
le:med through the experience of the
movement f?r
well over a century. Democratic centrallSm means maxlIDum_de.~o:cracy 1D
discussion and decision-making; maximum freedom. t? .cnticlse and
disagree-but maximum centralism of comma,nd an~ discI~lme in action.
Every worker who has taken part in effective stt:nce action k~ows ~e
basics of democratic centralism at first-ha~d. Th~re ~ thorough dl~~sslon
among the workers of the issues and basiC. tac~cs before the declS.lOn to
strike is made-then. -total unity in ~e st,Mke Itself. ~~d no tolerati?~ of
strike-breakers. There is constant redlSCUsslon and cnticI~m ~f the ~eclslons
made and the tactics adopted-but each time, when action 18 deCided, the
workers act together as one,
,
.
In our conduct as members of the ANC, we have alw~ys a~ted ID this
spirit. And no complaint has ever bee~ raised ov~r. ~e way ID which we have
.'
. worked and participated in ANC umts and actiVlties.,
In contrast to democratic centraIism, bureaucratic. centr~~ gIl)ssly
exaggerates command from the top, combi~ng this with ~e stiflmgof fre;
discussion through the ranks and the erosion of the voting powers an
other democratic rights, of members. This is the. opposite ,of the
revolutionary ' method.
". . ,
. ht
Democratic centralism in a revolutionary orgarusation IDclu~. the. ~g
of members to struggle in a concerted way to promote ~efinlte ! eas.
rspectives and policies within the framework of the revolutionary alIDS of
~e mo~ement. It is precisely this' which you would co~demn as
'factionalism'.'
' '

~king

,~nd

AN~

~temational wo~kers'

a~cuses

,.a~d suspen~

The RPC
us of forming a "faction"
us from ANC
'
.'activities on these grounds. But, comrades, this.lS not consIStent.
What about the ~A Communist Party? Does It, not operate as the m.ost '
__ t_~ of factions within the ANC? Yet, qwte correctly, the faction
orglllUlRU
,
de . d
rights of SACP mem~rs in the ANC are not me,
.
, We ourselves, as is well know~, have profound differences Wlth the
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policies and practice followed by the SACP. As our document makes clear,
we do not accept the 'two stage' theory of the South African revolution
which theCP leadership expounds. We believe that that approach spells
disaster for the working class and, in fact, for all the people of South Africa.
We are critical of the gulf which separates many of the radical statements
made by CP leaders (especially in leaflets 'for home' consumption) from their
actual political practice in exile. We believe, that despite their
acknowledgement of the 'leading role' which the working'class must play
, in the revolution, the CP leaders fail to give these words any practical
effect-something which can only be done by bidldIu& the movement of the
worken inside the' country, While claiming:to be a workers' party, the CP
, fails to organise within the working class at home, does not root itself within
the mines, fanm, factories and docks, and is neither shaped nor led by the
class-conscious vanguard pf the struggling black workers themselves. ' '
For the CP leadership, the 'leading role of the working class' has been
translated to ,mean little more than tbeoccupation by CP members of
official positions in ,the ANC-in-exile. And yet, having gained effective,
, control of the ANC apparatus,' it conspicuously fails to use its power to'
transform the ANC into an organisation promoting ,the revolutionary
socialist aims of'the workers' movement'in a struggle for workers' power.
Instead it helps to prop up and defend within the ANC the influence and
interests of the middle class, even when the basis of support ,.of these,
elements within the mass movement at home is so rapidly being swept away.
And, as the struggle in SACfU has shown, the CP leadership has played a
crucial role in the efforts ,of the right wing ,to, undermine, SACfU's
independence and to tum SACIU back from revolutionary working-class
'
policies and tasks.
In short, our political differences with the SACP-essentially differences
,with its bureaucratic leadership rather than with the comrades of its rank
and file-run very deep. But Deyertheleea we .tand for the right of the SACP
to organJse within .the ANC and SACTU, to advance It. own Idea,
penpedbes aod programme, and to compete democratleally for positions
of leadenhlp and lnDuence.
That lame right must be eneudeci to all revolutionary tendendes baslna
themselves on the .trDale of the oppreued worken, and on the claims of
the worken and their Interest. to predominance In the ANC. Indeed it is
the inescapable duty of Marxists to struggle for the transformation ~f our
entire movemept in order to give real effect to the workers',leading role in a'
mass struggle for national liberation, democracy and socialism.
Comrades, the charges made against us are factually arid politically
wrong, and their implications are very dangerous for our movement. But it
is not enough for us to leave the matter there. We 'must ask the question:
What is the real purpoie of the extraordinary action taken against us?
,It is not questions of procedure or a "code of conduct" that are really at
issue here, but questions .of poUtks, of programme and strategy.
Unfortunately, ,the facts of the matter are t~at one poUtlcal fadion within
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the ANc-comprising the middle-c~s right, wing and leadership of the
SACP-having gained positions of decisive power within the ANC-in-exile,
is now using those positions bureaucratically to begin to eliminate from the
ANC those who struggle for Marxist policies ... on the pretext of ac~
against factions. '
'
'
That and that alone lies behind the decision of the RPC (UK) to suspend
us from units and activities of the ANC and refer the matter to the NEe for
"further consideration".,
,
Moreover, and perhaps not- coincidentally, this 'action against Marxists
has been mounted at the same time that leaders of the ANC have been
holding discussions with Chief Gatsha Buthelezi and other leaders ,of
Inkatha.
'
It is necessary constantly to underline that, despite his pretences,
Buthelezi is no friend of the working class. He is a defender of capitalist
interests, and as our ~truggle mounts he will be used by big bus.iness in ~n
attempt to restrain the m.ovement of the workers f~om carryIDg out .lts
revolutionary tasks. Can it be imagined that such meetings of tbt,\ ANC Wlth
Buthelezi, which only foster illusions in himespc;cially among th~ less
advanced layers of ,the working class, are anything other than danJ,agmg to
the cause of national liberation and socialism in South Africa? Why else
have the bourgeois newsp'apers and even the Security Pollce in South ~frica
'commented favourably on these meetings?
'
Comrades of the RPC, you kno~ better than we that the same political,
differences which have openly emerged in SACfU run also through the
ranks of the ANC, and for that matter the ranks of the Communist ~arty as
well. It is only that the struggle has come to a head in SACfU earlier than,
elsewhere. In trying to uphold Marxist, ideas in SACfU we have done no
more than the simple duty of every Marxist in every part of the movement.
By the action you have taken against us, you hav~ dealt us pe~on.aUy a
severe blow. But this action will not succeed in cutting out MarXist ldeas,
Marxist policies and Marxist influence from the ranks of our.lI!-0yement: ~n
the contrary,'Marxism can only grow in influe~ce, rooted as It ';lID t~ n810g
movement of the working class, in the WOrld-wlde struggle for liberahon and
socialism. It is no accident that our enemies, whose main fear is the power of
the working class, point day after day in their press and journal!! in South
Africa to the danger of the ideas of Marxism.
Today you have the power to act in exile against .us, as Marxists. But as
the struggle at home rises in intensity, the leadership of the ANC, S,ACfU
and the Communist Party will ignore the demands and pressures of the mass,
movement of the working class at their peril. F~r the rising tide. o~ the
workers' struggle inside the country will lay the baSIS for the authenhc Idea,S
of Marxism of workers' internationalism, .of workers' democracy and the
socialist rev~lution to become an unstoppable force within the ranks of our
movement.
'
'
'
We call on you now'to reverse the decision you have made to suspen~ us
from units ,and activities of the ANC. We ask you, as the responslb~e
, committee of the ANC in this area, to pass on to the NEC a copy of thlS
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letter. Furthe~ore, we ask that you ensure that an units and "established
structures" of the A;NC, at home and abroad, are informed both ·of the
ch~rges against us and of the content. of this 'reply.
. But whatever your eHomto ex~ude us from th~ r~ of the ANC. we
will not be separated from our comrades throughout the movement, in the
trade unions at home, in SAtTU, in the ANC and in the Communist Party.
If we cannot stand shoulder to shoulder with them in the ANC, SAcru
and the CP. we will stand shouider to shoulder with them. aloDplcle the
ANC, alongside SAGrU and a10nplcle the Communist PartY. We will not
give up the struggle until it is won.
. '
In conclusion, we extend to you the courtesy which is customary in our "
movement, but which YOu omitted to extend to us in your letter ·of 26
'
.
October:

Fraternally in the struggle,
Paula Ensor
,David Hemson
Martin Legassick
Robert Petersen
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